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A case study and assessment of the oil and gas industry's
Current state
Alok Ranjan Sahu,
Gandhi Institute of Excellent Technocrats, Bhubaneswar, India
Sadananda Soren,
College of Engineering, Bhuboneswar, Odisha, India

Abstract:
The yeu 2017 has been ruled by o progression of occasions and dfficulties, which among them
the oil advertise is still tested by high stocks and moderate cosls udvoncemenl The general occasions
can be continued lo: an) OPEC and uniJied countries are ottempling to make gains in controlling oil
yield, they expand their cuts, yet they likewise cling to them, b) US oil creation will continue
developing tnd minimize expenses, ond c) oil request development is as of lateforlifying.
This paper means to respond to the inqairy: what is the present condition of the oil and gas
industry and where is it heading? Since July 2014, the oil showcase is in o contango circumstance,
Le., o circumstance where the future cost is over the normal future spot cosl The market sttuclare
has been profiting Americon makers for righl around 3 years, ond lhis is the request that OPEC is at
present attempting to sobotoge. A signiJiconl part of the oil and gas industry has endure intense years
with frail interest and low costs. This article portrays ftrst lhe udvancement of the cosl of gas and oil
in the fundamentul oil morkets and second the rebalanctng of the market that can push the value
level upwards influencing emphatically thefuture bulance of numerous nations.

Key words: Oil market, Gas market, Contango market, Shale gas, Strategic plan.

I.

Introduction

There are a number of drivers that influence the price of gas: the weather (the demand for heating increases in
cold weathers, and the demand for cooling increases during summer), the electricity consumption, the price of
oil, the quantity or level of gas available in storage, the exchange rate and the global macro-economic situation,
i.e., the level of economic growth, and the dynamics of shale gas imports and exports. Therefore, an isolated
driver may lead to higher prices, while the influence of all drivers will lead to lower prices. We cannot consider a
single driver to interpret variations in the price of gas. The price of gas results from the aggregation of all the
drivers.
There are many implications that are likely to accompany the dynamic effects that can be greatly induced by the
development ofshale gas. Some ofthe probable consequences are a downward pressure on gas prices in regional
markets outside North America and on price of oil around the world. According to the International Energy
Agency (IEA), the oil demand grew by 2.4 percent in the second quarter of 2017 (lEA, 2017). For 2018, the IEA
is predicting this growth to be at 1.4 percent. Many producing countries will face a reduction in their export
revenues, as is the case at the moment.

U.

The Evolution Of The Price Of Gas In The Main Markets
There are three major regional natural gas markets (North Americq West Europe, East Asia) characterized by
differentiated pricing mechanisms:

o

The North American market is a free market; a free market is a system where the economic
development is encouraged via the removal of controls or monopolies and the exchange of private
entities. However, the US government has a role to play in economic affairs with some government
planned economic control but more and more services come under the direct confrol of the public
sector. So the mechanism in the US is more based on a mixed economy.

o
o

The EU market is a hybrid market engaged in a process of liberalization and creation of a single market
without borders, barriers or regulatory obstacles to allow a free movement of goods and services.
The Asian market is a market still largely organized around monopolies and vertical integration of the
gas industries.

The international gas and oil market is unstable in the world (Benghida, 2017) and the three regional
markets have different ways of managing sudden price fluctuations. The price in the North American market
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Abstruct:

The exactness in the measuremenl estimation of three-dimensional power/second is
important for the assembling procedure, for satellite, and in military hardware. The motivation
behind this examination is to plan a multi-dimensional multi-point power/second (F/M) estimation
[IP-M dynamometer model dependent on thre€-pivot piezoelectric sensors establishment. The
FEM reproduction is performed utilizing ANSYS programming and scientilic examinations are
completed utilizing determined conditions, The deliberate FEA results are predictable with the
applied standard power/minutes The trlunder distinction of FEM investigation is under 17". The
FEM reproductions results are roughly 99-100% of the applied hub power, vertical power and
pitch second individually. The planned MP-M dynamometer model is able to gauge spatial
power/second precisely and reenactment tests are examined.

Key lTord; Three'axis piezoelectric sensor, multi-dimensional measurement, SolidWorks design,
and FEM simulation.

I. Introduction and Literature Review
This article outlines ,,Theoretical investigation of multi-dimensional force/moment measurement
dynamometer" is designed at the school of mechanical engineering experimental lab at Dalian university of
technology DUT, China. The model is designed and analyzed using FEM analysis I1l and constructed designs have
been sent to the manufacturing company. The MP-M dynamometer model can measure both the maBnitude and
direction of the applied force and the moment vectors in three-coordinates [2]. However, in this model, an axial
force and normal force are applied maximum up to 15 kN and a pitch moment is applied maximum up to 11.97
kNm. The dynamometer model mainly consists of a long balance plate dynamometer with eight three-axis
piezoelectric sensors uniformly mounted between the clamped plates, a base bed to support the entire model,
two hydraulic loaders to apply the force/moment in horizontal and in the vertical directions.
The demand for accuracy in the measurement of multi-dimensional force is increasing with the time in global
it has wide applications in experimental work [3] and in real life such as humanoid robots [4],
automotive industry [5]-[6] and aerospace industry[7]. The designed multi-point measurement model is capable of
measuring the three coordinates of force/torque [8]-[9]-{1Ol-t111. The model has been designed by providing an
upper and lower plate support type assembly to piezoeledric sensors to reduce assembly error[12] and to provide
easiness in the installation of load sensors in the model. Thus, it is essential for force-measuring devices to
precisely measure forces with multi-points locations. The studied research is based on designing a rectangle

competition as

pattern allocation of tri-axial piezoeledric sensors on

a long plate dynamometer which can measure

six-

components force/torque measurement[13]-[1.4]. The piezoelectric technology has been used in this research is
based on converting the mechanical energy into an electric voltage or signal. Moreover, when a quartz wafer[L5] is
packaged as a mono-axial piezoelectric sensor or tri-axial load sensor[16]-as shown in Eglle-Z-The measuring
range of six-axis force/torque sensors is very wide and sensors survive high overload is more than 100 percent of

A SEARCH ON AUTOMOBILE CARBON NANOTUBAL
APPLICATIONS
Dr. Chandan Kumar Sahu,
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Abstruct: The Automotive business keeps on being a sprouting and developing industry wherein new
and creative thoughts and advancements find promising applications intermittently. This audit paper,
as it were, will investigate the importance of carbon nanotubes as an approach to improve the
exhibition of "out and about" cars in the field of fuel segment frameworks especially to show signs of
improvement eco-friendliness. Further the usage of Carbon Nanotubes will be managed top to bottom
with an emphasis on car application. Besides, CNTs have been found to have excellent morphological
properties and thusly are promising as fortification material in the composite structures alongside
polymers for some car applications. This could likewise turn into the reason for weight decrease.
Obviously, CNTS can be used for the creation of geometrical, sporadic or complex shapes and
structures with genuinely economical and moderately copious crude materials opposite the current
regular procedures of manufacture. Hence cost viability and profitability could likewise be
accomplished in scale and extension.
Key ll/ord: Carbon Nanotubes, Automobile, Fuel Efficiency, Nanotechnology.

I. Introduction
Carbon nanotubes or CNT5 basically consist of rolled up sheets of single layered carbon atoms

(graphene). Further Carbon nanotubes can be categorised as 11,141: Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNT)
lFig(1)J, Double wall Carbon Nanotubes (OwCNr) [Fig(2)] & Multi wall Carbon Nan- otubes (MwcNT) [Fig(3)].
SWCNT can reach diameter less than 1 naoometer. DWCNT has one nanotube nested within another. The

nanotube inside has a smaller diameter. The spatial gap between the two diameters results in the varying
interactions between the nanotubes. This means that the outer nanotube can be modified without any
modifications in the inner nanotube and therefore this results in interesting characteristics. MWCNT consists of
several concentrically interlinked nanotubes which can reach diameters more than 100 nanometers.

Historic Mechanical ally, progress of automotive industry is replete with outstanding examples of new materials
and usage of their properties to bring about disruption in the trend. Therefore, to have better cars in the future
our industry needs to change and it needs to change for the better. The rapid progress of CNTS shows great
promise for the betterment of this industry. The main reasons for using CNTs is due to its extraordinary properties
are High flexibility without any significant damage, Low Thermal Expansion Coefficient, Very High Tensile Strength.
Each of the above mentioned properties in its own respect can merit a lot of usage and in combination can be used
to improve the efficiency and structural characteristics of the car.

II.

SYNTHESIS OF CARBON NANOTUBES

A REVIEW OF NANOFLUIDS.BASED HBAT TRANSFER
MECHANISMS
Dr. Yerra Sankar Rao,
Gondhi Institute of Excellent Technocrats, Bhubaneswar, India
Jayaram Patra,
Indus College of Engineering, Bhubaneswar, Odisho, Indio

Abstract:
Present investigation is focuses on a thorough review of Nanofluid heat move component
and thermo-physical properties. The Nanofluid arrangement procedures, heat move instrument
and thermo-physical properties are talked about in detail. Warmth move in Nanofluid is capacity of

numerous parameters, as Brownian movement of molecule, subatomic layering of the fluid
particles interface and nanoparticle grouping and so on and these parameters are talked about in
detail. Likewise metal oxides nanoparticles had an extraordinary impact in heat move upgrade of
the nanofluid. The coolants have high warm conductivities at low volume convergence of Nanofluid.
Nanofluids'warm conductivity and thickness incredibly rely upon their size, volume fixation, shape
and material. Nanofluid consistency may increment or lessening relying on the material of
nanoparticle on bringing down the size. Thickness of nanofluid increments with increment in
volume division of nanoparticle.
Key Word: Anoparticles, Nanofluid, Thermal Conductivity, Viscosity, Volume Concentration, Heat
Transfer.

I. Introduction
The resources in nature are limited, with these fast depleting resources, maximizing efficiency is very
important. Most of the Industries face the severe problem of heat transfer enhancement of thermal systems on
account of limited resources, confined space etc. In electronic industries the electronic devices are manufactured into
smaller volumes and major problem arises due to this is how to dissipate the heat generated from these devices.
Therefore there is an increased emphasis on maximizing heat transfer rate. The minimization of energy waste by
increasing the effectiveness of heat transfer is a trending area of research. The conventional fluids used for heat
transfer purpose have low thermal conductivity. The increase ofheat transfer through extended surfaces has already
reached its limit. Therefore, we need to look for altematives to achieve our objective. Nanofluid is looks to fill this
gap and have been the recent advancement to increase heat transfer. Fluids with nanoparticles (diameter less than
100 nm) suspended in conventional fluids are called Nanofluids. Proper dispersion of nanoparticles into base fluid
forms stable Nanofluids this exhibits several beneficiary features. The introduction of few nanoparticles in the base
fluid increases thermal conductivity of the base fluid significantly. Their enhanced thermal conductivity in-tum can
improve the heat transfer rate and energJ efficiency in various fields like defence, ffansportation, space, power
generation etc

II.

Nanofluid Preparation

The preparation of Nanofluid is the first step for experimental studies. Nano fluid consists of metals, carbides,
oxides and carbon nano tubes well dispersed in conventional fluids. Researchers are studied and used a two-step
process to produce nano-fubes via inert gas condensation process [1-2]. This process involves the vaporization

ofa

source material under vacuum conditions. An advantage of this technique is that nanoparticle agglomeration is
minimized. The disadvantage is that only low vapour pressure fluids are compatible with the process [3] and the

pure metallic nano particles cannot be produced. The formation ofsuch a problem can be reduced by using a direct
ivaporation condensation method [a-6]. This method produces stable Nanofluids without surfactants by regulating
the iize of particle. Alumina Nanofluids can be synthesised by laser ablation method [7]. Gold and silver Nanofluids
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Abstract
Cloud computing has formed the conceptual and infrastructural basrs for tomonow's
computing. The global computing infrastructure is rapidly moving towards cloud based
architecture. While it is important to take advantages of could based computing by means of
deploying it in diversified sectors, the security aspecfs in a cloud based computing
environment remains at the core of interest. Cloud based servlces and service providers are
being evolved which has resulted in a new busrness trend based on cloud technology. With
the introduction of numerous cloud based servrbes and geographically dispersed cloud
service providers, sensitive information of different entities are normally stored in remote
seryers and locations with the possibilities of being exposed to unwanted parties in
situations where the cloud seryers stoing those information are compromised. lf security is
not robust and consr.stent, the flexibility and advantages that cloud computing has to offer
will have little credibility. This paper presenfs a review on the cloud computing concepts as
well as security r'ssues inherent within the context of cloud computing and cloud
infrastructure.

Keyrrords
Cloud computing, cloud service, cloud security, computer network, distributed computing, secuity

1. Introduction
Recent developments in the field of could computing have immensely changed the way of computing
as well as the concept of computing resources. In a cloud based computing infrastructure, the
resources are normally in someone else's premise or network and accessed remotely by the cloud
users (Petre, 2012; Ogigau-Neamtiu, 2012; Singh & jangwal, 2012). Processing is done remotely

implying the fact that the data and other elements from a person need to be transmitted to the cloud
infrastructure or seryer for processingi and the output is retumed upon completion of required
processing. In some cases, it might be required or at least possible for a person to store data on
remote cloud servers. These gives the following three sensitive states or scenarios that are of
particular concern within the operational context of cloud computing:

!
n
tr

The transmission of personal sensitive data to the cloud serYer?
The transmission of data from the cloud server to clients' computers and

The storage of clients' personal data in cloud servers which are remote server
not owned by the clients.

All the above three states of cloud computing are severely prone to security breach that makes the
research and investigation within the security aspects of cloud computing practice an imperative one.
There have been a number of different blends that are being used in cloud computing realm, but the
core concept remain same the infrastructure, or roughly speaking, the resources remain

-
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Abstract- Cluster analysis divides the data into groups that are meaningful, useful or both. Il is also used as a
starting point for other purposes of data summarizatiott- This paper discuss some very basic algorilhms like Kmeans, Fuzzy C-means, Hierarchical clustering lo come up with clusters, and use R data mining tool The results
ure tested on the datosets namely Online News Populaity, Cyber Crime Data Set dolo analysis. All dutasels tas
analyzed with different clustering algorithms and the Jigures t'e arc showing is the working of them in R data
mining tool. Every algorithm has its uniqueness and antithetical behavior.
Keywords: k-means algorithm,fuqy c-mcans algorithm, hierarchicol clustering algorithm, R tool.

I.

TNTRoDUCTToN
Cluster analysis divides data into meaning full groups (clusters) which share common characteristics i.e. same
cluster are similar to each other than those in other clusters. It is the study of automatically finding classes. A web
page especially news articles which are flooded in the intemet have to be grouped. The clustering of these different

groups is a step forward towards the automation process, which requires many fields, including web search engines,
web robots and dataanalysis.

Any new web page goes through numerous

phases including data acquisition, preprocessing, Feature extraction,

classification and post processing into the database. Cluster analysis can be regarded as a form ofthe classification
which creates a labeling of objects with class labels. However it derives these labels only from the data. Data mining
functionalities are the Characterization and discrimination, mining frequent pattems, association, correlation,
classification and prediction, cluster analysis, outlier analysis and evolution analysis I I ].
Clustering is a vivid method. The solution is not exclusive and it firmly depends upon the analysts' choices.
Clustering always provides groups or clusters, even if there is no predefined stnrcture. While applying cluster
analysis we are contemplating that the groups exist. But this speculation may be false. The outcome of clustering
should never be generalized. [9].

II.

R

TooL

R is a free software environment for statistical computing and graphics. It compiles and runs on a wide variety of
UNIX platforms, Windows and Mac OS [12]
R is public domain software primarily used for statistical analysis and graphic techniques [0]. A core set of
packages is included with the installalion of & with more than 7,801 additional packages (as of January
2016[updatel) available at the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), Bio conductor. Omegahat. Git Hub.
and other repositories.p4] R tool provides a wide class of statistical that includes classical statistical tests, linear and
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Ahstract:
Human Interaction Proofs (HIPs) or Compleled Automtted Public Turing tesls to separole
Computers and Humsns One from the other (CAPTCHAs) are systems to perceive humnn cuslomers
ond PC programs normally. CAPTCHAs shield various sorts of online organizationsfrom mammoth

means of modiJied PC programs. Most
visual CAPTCHAs oblige access to
Incredibly,
CAPTCHAs include mages b'ith distorted substance.
Sound CAPTCHAs were made to
people
the
Web.
upsel
using
ostensibly
number
of
the an enotmous
understund this receptiveness issne. Anyway the by and by uvailoble sound CAPTCHAs have been
broken with contrasting accomplishment, using the weskness in the procedures used. Our
frtmework, presents the client with qn interface that ploys a melody utilizing instrumental music
(non-vocal) haphazardly chose from some language of clienls decision. The client is then upproached
to lype the voctlisl or music outhor or name of the collection and ofterward the framework gauges
whether il is u human ot not by invesligating the reaction. A client study was led to explore the
exhibition of our proposed componenl

propet ombushes and foreswearing

of organizdion by

Key words: Bots, CAPTCHA, Human association proof, lnstrumental Music, Web Security.

I.

Introduction

Web significantly affects human social orders. Numerous day by day issues from shopping to instruction and
trade should be possible utilizing the Internet. A vital assignment on the Internet sites is enlistment. A few
programmers compose projects to make counterfeit enlistment that waste the assets of the sites or even prevent
them from giving adminishations. Thusly, human clients ought to be recognized from PC programs. To this end,
a classification of frameworks called HIP (Human Interactive Proof) are intended to recognize different
gatherings of clients. Human Interactive Proofs (HIPs) enable a PC to recognize a particular
To do this, the PC displays a test that must be simple for that class of people to
class of people over a system
pass, yet hard for non-individuals to pass. CAPTCHAs are challenge-reaction perplexes used to decide if a client

[].

is human or not [2'|. There are a few sorts of CAPTCHA tests, including twisted content, pictures of items or
even sound clasps in the event of weakened clients. By a long shot the most well-known kind of captcha
includes the utilization of letters that are masterminded haphazardly and are misshaped somehow with different
foundation hues. Up until this point, there are the accompanying four primary sorts of CAPTCHAs:

CONVERGENT STRATEGY FOR COMPETITIVE AND
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Abstract:
Methodologt focalized is a reconciliation of all

assets lowards serious and

maintainability points

of

interesl By and by, concurrent procedure in media husiness applies to joining all media and
channels into a solitary blend,

as

far

as eilher newstoom, newsgathering, or contain unions. This

investigation applied subjecttve approach joined with writing study. Meetings were performed with
media proprietors to acquire the genuine photos of the common sense of the joined procedure. The

examinati.on discovered administrMive rami/ications that could be pertinent

in building up the

mcdia business towards a mnintainable upper hand
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I.

Introduction

The digital era has been marked with vast development of technology. In case of lndonesia, a country with the
total population of 262 millions, there have been 132 million active Intemet users, 106 million active social
media users, 341 million cellular phone users, and92 million people who access the social media by the cellular
phones (Ministry of Communication and lnformation, 2017). The shift of information technology has caused a
change in news readers' preference from printed to online media.

A study on media consumption by the Indonesia Digital Association (IDA)

as quoted by Tribunnews.com

revealed that the online media readers by smartphones rank the highest numbers (96yo), beating the television
goers (917o), printed newspaper readers (3loh), and radio enthusiats {15%).

According to a survey oflnternet user behavior held in 2016by Asosiasi Pengguna Jasa lnternet Indonesia
(APJD the dominating contents read by the users were social media (97.4Yo), entertainment (96.8%o), news
(96.4%). The survey also documented that public services, commercial, and education contributed to 9l% of the
total contents provided to the users.

The statistics data also reveal that readers' interest in the online media are enorrnous. One of the most
favorite media is TRIBUNJATENG.com, a news website owned by PT Tribun Digital Online, part of Divisi
Koran Daerah (Group of Regional Newspaper) of Gramedia. TRIBUNJATENG.com has headquarters at
Gedung Kompas, 3rd Floor, Jl. Menteri Supeno No. 10, Semarang. This news website presents regional,
international, sport, economy and business, celebrity and lifestyle news. In addition, TRIBUNJATENG.com also
offers discussion forum and online community via notable social media, such as Facebook, Twitter, and
Google+.

TRIBUNJATENG.com is supported by Semarang-based reporters and 28 local newpaper networks (the
Tribun Network). In addition, the company also has nearly 500 joumalists spread over 22 notable cities
nationwide. The Tribun Network itself has more than 20 local news websites, which are integrated to the
TRIBUNNEWS.com headquartered in Jakarta. Table I presents local news websites organized by
TRIBUNJATENG.com.
Table 1 Local news websites of TRIBUNnews.com

URL Address

News Portal

No.
2

Jakarta
Jakarta

J

Bogor

4

Bandung

I

Jakarta

Warta Kota
Tribunnews Bogor
Tribun Jabar

tribunjakarta.com
http ://www. wartakotalive. com
http ://www.tribunnewsbogor. com
http //www.tribuni abar. co. id
:

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS AND ARTIFICIAL NEURAL
NETWORKS IN A CROSS-BREED TECHNIQUE FOR

RAINFALL.RUNOFF MODEL CALIBRATION METHOD
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Kalam Institute of Technologt,Berhampur, Ganjam, Odisha, Indta

Abstract:
Alignment is one of standard strategies to be directed before the use of hydrologlt models. Some precipitation
spillover models have many model paremelen which cause more troubles and require longer time in the
alignment forms. This paper outlines the use of a proposed half breed strateglt between Design of
Experiments (DOE) and ArtiJicial Neural Networks (ANN) for adjusting the parameten of precipitation
spillover models. The DOE is utilized to choose the fttting example tesls dependent on lhe scope of model
parameterc, and the ANN is utilized to streamline the esttmation of model parameterc. A Mock precipitulion
overJlow model was utilized lo represent lhe use of the proposed slrategt. As the model has slx model
parameters, the model alignment requires 32 runs in lhe straight full factorial plan tests or 77 runs in the
shape fall factofial structure tests. The blunder back-spread strateg) (BP) was used in this way to deal with
incorporate the reasonable systems for mirroring the connections between decency of-ftt standard, the
aggrcgate of supreme mistakes as the data sources and model-patilmetefi as the yields. Standord factual
methods of integrity of Jit, for example, the Nash-Sutclffi Efftciency, NSE und lhe oggrcgote of outright
mistake, lE\ were utitized to quantify the contrusts among recreated and wotched overJlows. lVatched spillover
and climutic information, including precipitotionfrom 1990 to 2010for the Babak River Basin in Lombok,
Indonesis were utilized in the adjustment prucedure; while, information from 2011 to 2016 were utilized for
check of the modeL The outcomes show the proposed strategt gave morc extct digned porumeters thun the
experimentation technique. Also, the pruposed technique rcquires less an ideal opportunity fot model
odjustmenl The utilization of the proposed stroteg) isn't constrained for adjusling precipilation spillover
models; be thol as it may, it very well may be utilized to align any sort of numerical models.
Key words: ANN, DOE, Calibration Method, and Rainfall-RunoffModel.
1.

Introduction

In water resource studies, hydrologists usually prefer using conceptual basin models to estimate runoffs based on
rainfall and evapotranspiration inputs, what so called rainfall-runoff models. Evapotranspiration was calculated
using the Modified Penman method (Allen, et al, 1996). Since rainfall and evapotranspiration data are available
for such a longer period and more complete than runoff data. However, the models that usually have many
parameters presenting the effect of specific characteristic of basin to the runoff productions cannot simply used
to generate the simulated runoffs. Otherwise, the simulated runoffs will very different from the observed runoffs'
Therefore, there have been many model calibration methods offered since the model calibration is necessary.
Each method has such a benefit compared with another method.
Since many advanced computers have been used, operation time is not the main consideration anymore.
However, modellers in a particular situation do not want to deal with many complicated methodologies or
formulas. Recently, modellers are offered to use the beneficial of artificial neural network methods for many
problem solutions regarding not dealing with many formulas or models.
Neural networks, the biological brain simulations can learn from experiences, not from programming' They
are good at pattern recognition are fast, are tolerant of imperfect data, and do not need formulas or rules (DACS'
l99r). Artificial neural networks are analogue computing devices that empirically relate sets of input and output
varia|les in problems in which the relationships between the input and output are typically non-linear. The
terminology sounds biological and the systems were developed to simulate biological neural function. Though
effectivel! analogue computing devices they are usually implemented on digital computers by softwareExperimental designs or designs of experiments (DOE) are used as the initial process to effectively collect
the s#ple data (Sulistiyono, 199-9) before going to the main process of optimization using an artificial neural
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Abstract:
The year 20t7 has been ruled by a progression of occasions und difJiculties, which among them
the oil udvertise is still tested by high stocks and moderate costs advancemenl The general occssions
can be continued to: an) OPEC and uniJied countries are attempting to make gains in controlllng oil

yield, they expand their cuts, yet they likewise cling to them, b) US oil creation will continue
developing and minimize expenses, and c) oil request developmenl is as of late fortifying.

Thk ptper means to respond to the inquiry: what is the present conditton of the oil and gas
industry snd where is it heading? Since July 2014, the oil showcase is in a contango circumstance,
Le., a circumstance where the future cost is over the normal future spot cosl The murket slruclure
has been projiting Americun makers for right oround 3 yearc, and this k the request that OPEC is at
present ottempting to sabotoge A signijicant part of the oil and gas industry has endure inlense yean
with frait interest and low costs. This artiele portrays fint the advancement of the cost of gas and oil
in the fundamentsl oil markets and second the rebalancing of the market that can push the value
level upwards influencing emphatically thefuture balance of numerous nutions.
Key words: Oil market, Gas market, Contango market, Shale gas, Strotegic plan.

I.

Introduction

There are a number of drivers that influence the price of gas: the weather (the demand for heating increases in
cold weathers, and the demand for cooling increases during summer), the electricity consumption, the price of
oil, the quantity or level of gas available in storage, the exchange rate and the global macro-economic situation,
i.e., the level of economic growth, and the dynamics of shale gas imports and exports. Therefore, an isolated
driver may lead to higher prices, while the influence of all drivers will lead to lower prices. We cannot consider a
single driver to interpret variations in the price of gas. The price of gas results from the aggregation of all the
drivers.
There are many implications that are likely to accompany the dynamic effects that can be greatly induced by the
development ofshale gas. Some ofthe probable consequences are a downward pressure on gas prices in regional
markets outside North America and on price of oil around the world. According to the lnternational Energy
Agency (IEA), the oil demand grew by 2.4 percent in the second quarter of 2017 (IEA,2017). For 2018, the IEA

is predicting this growth to be at 1.4 percent. Many producing countries
revenues, as is the case at the moment.

II.

will

face a reduction in their export

The Evolution Of The Price Of Gas In The Main Markets

There are three major regional natural gas markets (North America, West Europe, East Asia) characterized by
differentiated pricing mechanisms:

o

The North American market is a free market; a free market is a system where the economic
development is encouraged via the removal of controls or monopolies and the exchange of private
entitiei. However, the US government has a role to play in economic affairs with some government
planned economic control but more and more services come under the direct control of the public
sector. So the mechanism in the US is more based on a mixed economy.

o

The EU market is a hybrid market engaged in a process of liberalization and creation of a single market
without borders, baniirs or regulatory obstacles to allow a free movement of goods and services.

o

The Asian market is a market still largely organized around monopolies and vertical integration of the
gas industries.

and oil market is unstable in the world (Benghida, 2017) and-the three regional
The international gas
-ways
of managing sudden price fluctuations. The price in the North American market
markets have different

DAPPED.END BEAMS DESIGN
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Abstract:
Theflexure conduct offortified cement dapped-end pillars (D-E) is relegated in this paper. Strengthened solid
D-E pillars, that flopped in flexural hqve been irwestigated utilizing the ABAQUS programming. The ABAQUS
model speaks to the nonlinearity, for example, post breaking malleable firmness of the solid, stress move
transversely the broke squares of cement. The disappointment method of D-E shafis is exhibited genuinely well
utilizing the present numerical model, and the greatest burden expected is close to the disappointment heap of
test outcomes. In this irwestigation elucidated some of porametric examination, for example, shear length to
profundity proportion (a/d), concrete compressive quality, and the fundamental D-E fortification on the conduct
of the pillars. The fundamental steel sum has the most huge impact on the exhibition ofJluural quality of RC D-

E bars. Most extreme burden anduprootingfor dffirent kinds of flexural disappointments in bars hqve been
spoken to. ll/hen all is said in done this examination exhibits thqt the D-E pillars flexural quality is affected by
the previous parameters.

Key wordsz Finite element, shear span, Dapped-end
1.

beom,

flexural Failure, ABAQUS sofiware.

Introduction

The D-E beams permit the development depth of a readied concrete floor or roof structure to be diminished, by
recessing the supporting corbels into the depth of the beams supported I I ]. They are for the most part utilized as
a part of drop-in beams between corbels, as a feature of beam to-beam association and in suspended traYerses
between cantilevers, as appeared in figure ( I ) below. The utilization of D-E beams encourages the gathering of a
precast concrete structure, because ofthe greater lateral stability ofa protected D-E beam than that ofa desolate
Leam supported at its bottom face l2l. The RC D-E beams are generally used in concrete bridge girders and
prepared concrete buildings.
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Cases of reinforced D-E beams

This paper is to study the ultimate flexural behavior of a D-E beams using ABAQUS software. For
this purpose, three beams with span to depth ratio (1.2) were analyses in numerical solutions were
gotten Uy this software [3]. The experimental and numerical modeling results are compared numerically
and graphically.

2. Test information
Three reinforced concrete D-E beams were tested by Wen-Yao Lu et al, [a] with shear span-to-depth
ratio more than unity under vertical load only. Variables considered were compressive strength of
concrete, main dapped-end reinforcement, as well as horizontal and vertical stimlps.
Figure (2) shown that the D-E beam were formed on opposite ends of 3600mm, long rectangular
prismalic beams. All the nibs had 500 mm, long and an overall height of, 260 mm. The reinforcement
of the nibs contained from main bars, horizontal and vertical stim.rps as shown in Figure (2). The sizes
and amounts of the main bars, horizontal stimrps, verticat stimrps, and hanger bars in each specimen
are listed in Table (l).

of the main body of the test beams consisted of 4-#6 straight bars. Shear
within the middte and end span of the main body of the test beams to
provided
reinforcement was
The main bars

(2).
prevent premature failure. Dimensions of the main body of the specimen are itemized in Table

a
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Abstract
Underwater ad-hoc wireless network (UANET) is very sensitive o malicious attack, hence designing of
malicious detection technique (FL-EMDA) using Fuzzy logic is one of the main challenging task using AODV
routing protocol. This modeling approach can be carried out through design of fuzzy inference system (FIS) for
identifuing malicious behavior of node. FIS uses three input parameter packet delivery ratio, packet forward and
residual energy of node. FIS classifies the network nodes weather it is malicious or not with the help of these inputs.
This paper proposes an algorithm which will identifu the above shortcomings and discovers a trusted path for secure
parameters such
data transmission. After detection of malicious nodes using FIS, simulation results are performed by
nodes. This
malicious
of
variation
with
packet
forwarding
as packet delivery ratio, average throughput and total
paper also demonstrates the comparative analysis with other architectural model.

Abstract:

Keywords: UANET, FlS, Malicious

node,

Fvzy logic, MANET.

1. INTRODUCTION
of
Wireless technology is one of the most popular requirements of today's world. In wired network ffansformation
radio
via
done
data
transformation
network
data achieved by physical transmission wires or links but in wireless
ofAdchannels. All nodes shares same radio channel and exchange data with other nodes. In recent years the use
Hoc Network rises tremendously. Ad-hoc network is an infrastructure less self configured network in which mobile
devices connected with the help of wireless medium without the need of internet connection between them [1]Large-scale Underwater Ad-hoc Networks (UANET) and Underwater Sensor Networks (UWSN) are narrative
networking paradigms to explore the uninhabited oceans shown in Figure- l. However, the characteristics of these
are
new networks, such as huge propagation delay, floating node mobility, and limited acoustic link capacity,
(wSN).
networks
significantly different from ground-based mobile ad- hoc networks (MANET) and wireless sensor

network due to its broad
Over the past few years, there has been a quickly rising research topic on underwater adhoc
analysis, assisted
for
oceanographic
of
data
applications within many scenarios, like gathering or compilation
mobile
ad-hoc network
navigation, predication of data for navigation and disaster prevention etc. [n this work,

can
creates underwater conditions within wireless enabled submarines and more than one submarine
communications with each other without any central authority t2] t3]'

mobile nodes of
fuzzy inference system is fuzzy logic rule based model which is used for classification of
human mind does' In FIS
UANET in proposed work. FIS takes decision and generate output in the same manner as
manipulation with
numerical
that
scalar values of input parameters first of all converted in fuzzified values. After
The decision making
different linguistic fuzzified values using membership function and fuzzy rules performed.
output converted back into scalar
system generates suitable decision on the basis ofthese rules. After that fuzzified
or to improve the problem that
performance
values. FIS has been taken up to make control decision to improve the

A
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ELECTROCHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF MICRO
ALLOYED STEEL AND COLD FORMED STEEL
CORROSION BEHAVIOR IN HCL SOLUTION
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Pradeep Kumar Nayak,
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Abstract:
This paper prcsents the turn of events ond the specialized signiliconce of the Micro olloyed steel for various
microsttuctaral conditions. Weight reductlon, Non Electrochemical strateg!, and Eleclrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy (EIS) strategies, optical magnifying lens und XRD have heen utilized to exumtne the
electrochemical conducl Steel is a combination of iron and carbon. Steel is the most valusble material fot
buitding structures with qualily of around multipte times that of solid, Steel ussumes u basic iob in the
advancement of present day social orders. Consumption is the damaging assault of t metal by synthetic or
electruchemical response with its condition. Decay by physical caases isn't culled consumption, yet is
portroyed
disintegration, rankltng, ot wear. The impacts of the low temperotures on the mechanical
-properties os
of smaller scule steel and cold framed sleel are looked at und their disparities sre talked aboul The
erosion examples and rust qualities of the eroded steel burs were inspecled

Key words: Micro alloyed steel, Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy & XRD.

I.

Introduction

Scope and Obiectives

.

The objective of this project is to compare the effect of corrosion rate on Microalloyed steel and Cold
formed steel under industrial environment.

o

To study the corrosion behaviour of Microalloyed Steel and Cold Formed Steel using Non
Electrochemical methods and electrochemical methods.

o

To study the microstructural variations in both Microalloyed Steel and Cold Formed Steel through
corrosion product analysis tests such as Optical Micrographs, X-ray diffiaction (XRD) method.

U.

Specimen Details

piece
The sample specimens used in the non electrochemical method are extracted in the form of hexahedral
for
Cold
thick
0.8mm
and
steel
for
Microalloyed
2mm
of
dimensions about 30mm x 20 mm with thickness
piece
square
of
20mm
form
in
the
cut
are
method
in
the
electrochemical
formed steel. The specimens used
having same thickness as above mentioned for both the steels.

m.

ExperimentalProcedure

Corrosion Test
mitigate
Corrosion testing refers to the processes conducted by laboratories in order to solve, prevent or
products,
infrastructure
and
materials
industrial
in
applied
problems related-to corrosion. Thlse processes can be
and are often used in failure analysis.

Non Electrochemical Llethod
The
Non-electrochemically, the rate of corrosion is determined by the conventional weight loss technique.
loss
is
weight
plant
equipment
and
simplest, and longest-established, method of estimating corrosion losses in
process,
into
the
is
introduced
consideration
*uiysir. A weighed sample (coupon) of the metal or alloy under
corrosion products and is
and later removed after a reasonable time interval. The coupon is then cleaned of all
is still the most
measurement
loss
(CR).
Weight
rate
corrosion
reweighed. The weight loss is converted to a
in
use.
currently
method
oldest
the
being
despite
loss,
,riO"fi used means oldetermining corrosion
The rate, or speed,
The rate of corrosion is the speed at which a metal deteriorates in a specific environment.
metal'
the
of
condition,
and
type,
the
as
well
as
is dependent upon environmental conditions

Fuzzy logic regulation for hybrid systems like renewable energy in

micro-grids
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Abstruct:
|l/ith o growing demand for more energlt from subscribers, a traditional electric grid is unable lo meet new challenges, in
the remote oreas remains the elension of lhe conventional electric network very hard lo do make prohibitively expensive.
Therefore, a new advanced generation oftaditional electrical is inevitoble and indispensable lo move toward an elfective,
economical, green, clean and self-correciing power syslerrl The most well-known term used to deJine this nei geieration
powet syslem is micro grid (MG) bosed on renewable enetg)t sources (RES). Since, the energlt produced by RES ate not
corrstont al all times, a wide range of energt contrcl techniques mast be involved to provide o reliable power to consumersTo solve this problem in this paper we present afaqy logic control ofisolated hybrid svstems (HRES) includins renewable
enersv in micro-grids to maintoin a stabilily in voltage and freqaency oatpat especially in the standalone application. The
considered HRES combine a wind turbine (llT) ond photovollaic (PV) panels as primory enetg)t sources and an energy
storage system (ESS) based on battery as a backup solution. Simulation rcsuhs obtained from MATLAB/Simalinh
environment
the effectiveness ofthe prooosed
in decreasins the eleAricin bill of'customet

t. Introduction

With the problem of global warming and the reduction of non-renewable sources, many are looking for
renewable energy solutions to guarantee a clean life on earth []. Environmental concerns grown after Kyoto

Protocol and the Copenhagen summit have focused work on developing renewable resources
[2],io reach a target of
reducing annual CO2 emissions by 2030 [3]. In the last few years, the renewable power plants have drawn gieater
global attention of most scientific research because of their positive influence in finding solutions to environmental
problems and their capacity to meet the increasing energy requirements over time
[4, 5]. These renewable energy
technologies mainly installed in remote areas because they cover a large area on the ground. Rural areas are in moit
cases far from the energy distribution network, where the extension of the network is difiicult and more expensive.
The main disadvantage of these sources is that they are generally of an intermittent nature, which varies over time.
[6]. As in an extended period ofovercast sky or in the case ofa decrease in wind speed for several days. As a result,
wind power production is variable and unpredictable I l, 2, 4, 71.
The concept of Micro-grid (MG) is proposed as effective solution to challenge such as growing energy demand for
electrification of remote rural areas [3-5]. Nowadays, MG is the essential infrastructurefor a smart grid architecture.
Another vision is to use HRES effectively to ensure reliability and continuity of power supply in remote areas,
reducing the impact of uncertainty on the network, unintem.rptible service and cost savings [5, 8]. Such a system
based on RES combines between several sources of energy such as photovoltaic solar, wind energy, microhydraulics, fuel cells and also conventional generators forthe assurance ofhaving energy on time [7, 9].

The basic components of the HRES include energ/ sources power electronic converters,
energy management system and loads as shown in Figure 1. There are different types of AC/DC,
DC/DC converters, but most commonly used are voltage source inverter and boost converter. The
supervisory and control system is responsible for finding the basic power that must be generated or
stored in the battery. In the following, the electronic power converter connected to RES and EES is
controlled, so that the enerry sources operate as required by the monitoring control system [8].
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A STATUS ANALYSIS OF CUTTACK TOWN, ODISHA, INDIA'S
GROUND WATER QUALITY
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Abstract:
A qualitative sludy wos carried oat lo assess the qaaliy of ground waler in Cuttuck town. It was observed
that most of the parumeters were below the permissible limit os pq BIS & PCB standards. Khan nagar and
Tulasipur industrial oreos were found to be more polluted. The gruund woter of the concenred areo was safe with
respect to TC, FC as none of the locations $'ere obove lhe l{HO limit in any seasons. It has been observed from
correlation coefJicienl that TH, Conductivity, Cf , TDS have strong correlation with each other. Iron is negatively
correluted with TH and F is negatively correlated wilh pH.
Key ll/ord: Ground water, Pollution, Physico-chemical parameters, TDS, H ardness, Turbidifii.

I.Introduction
Pollution of ground water has been reported for a number of cities throughout the world. Dependence on
ground water resources for municipal supply is growing due to paucity and pollution of surface water bodies. Cuttack,
the erstwhile state capital of Odisha and is a traditional Indian town organically developed over the time. The huge
population ofthis area use ground water for drinking and other purposes . A number ofdug and tube wells have been
constructed to meet the short supply of municipality. So it is essential to have a study of ground water quality as it is
being polluted. MSW (Municipality Solid Waste ) is heterogeneous in nature and contains paper, plastic, rag, metal,
glass pieces, ash, composite matter, dead animals, discarded chemicals, paints, hazardous hospital waste and
agricultural residues. Presently most of the MSW in Cuttack city is being disposed unscientifically like other cities of
India. Generally MSW is collected and deposited in sanitary landfills. During land filling of solid waste continuous
pressure results in the quizzing of a contaminated liquid as leachate which contains dissolved, suspended and microbial
contaminants from solid waste. The leachate has high organic contents, soluble salts and other constituents capable of
polluting ground water. This polluted ground water is unfit for drinking and causes jaundice, nausea, asthma and
infertility.

The quality of ground water of this area still remains largely uncharted and a possibility of

severe

contamination looms large. Keeping this in view a systematic study on the groundwater quality was carried out over a

period
m

of two

years from January 2009

to

December 2010, which include various Physico-Chemical and

icrobiological parameters.

Description of study area Cuttack having latitude of 20 o 29'to20 o 26'N and longitude of 85 o 48'to 85 o
56' E. River Mahanadi and its major distributaries Kathajodi surrounds the city in north and south boundaries and the
city is situated on a doab land. Low lying areas are available centrally. The ground height of the study area varies from
19 to 20 m on the north. The soil beneath the city is composed of unconsolidated alluvium in alternating sequence of
sand, silt, and clay, the depth of which continues up to l20m and is placed above Gondwanaland sedimentary rock of
Archean crystallines (Mahallick, 1992 ). The depth of water table changes with monsoon, going down to 4-6 m during
pre monsoon and rises to 0 to 3m during monsoon and post monsoon period, (CGWD, 1995). Within a depth of 90
meters besides the water tables two confined aquifers could be identified which are lined by impervious clay minerals.
The first confined aquifer lies at a depth of 30 meters with thickness varying from 15 to 40 meiers separated from the
second confined aquifers by clay bed of l5 to 20 meters thickness. There is a possibility of third confined aquifer below
the clay layer overlying the Gondwana basement (Mahallik, 1992).

II. Experimental

Section

To have a through idea regarding ground water quality of Cuttack seven different locations were chosen. The locations
were chosen keeping in mind that all the areas of Cuttack can be covered properly. The detailed locations of sampling
points are described in table-0l. From each location a particular tube well was chosen and $ab sampling was done
quarterly from that particular tube well. The samples were collected in plastic and glass bottles as per requirement.
Using these samples different physical, chemical and microbiological parameters such as pH, turbidity, conductivity,
total hardness, chloride, total dissolved solids, iron, fluoride, TC, FC were studied. All chemicals/reagents used were of
analytical reagent grade. After sample collection and under preservation the samples are analyzed in laboratory
according to water and waste water analysis by APHA 2000, (19 th Edition).

A HYBRID (GA AND PSO) BASED OPTIMIZATION
MECHANISM FOR SDMA-OFDM SYSTEMS MULTIUSER DETECTION
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Abstract

In recent studied we found that there are mtny optimization methods presentedfor optimul maltiuser
deteciion in SDMA-OFDM system, however each method is sufferedfrom limitations. Hence in this paper we
are presenting new mdhod which is combination of two recenl melhods such as Genetic Algorithm and
Partiql Swarm Optimizfuion (PSO). This approach is presented to overcome this limitations ussociated with
*isting merhods of daeaing multiuser in SDMA-OFDM systems. This two methods GA and PSO are ewy to
simulale as well os less complexity. These techniques are shown to proide a high pedormance as compared
to lhe other detecton especially in a rank-deficient scenario where numbers of usen are high os compared to
the base stution (BS) antennas. The proposed hybrid multiuser detection system (MUD) is simulated and its
performance is compared against two MUDs such ss MMSE (minimum mean square error) and ML
(Moximum Likelihood). From the practicol results il is cleared that proposed approach for MI)D is performing
better as compared to existing methods.
Keywords: OFDM, SDMA, Multiuser Detection, Spectral fficiency, ML, MMSE, GA, pSO, BER.

I.

Introduction

In the introduction we are first discussing about the concept of smart antennas which is vital for any
communication system. The mechanism of using the several antenna elements as well as innovative signal
processing in order serve more intelligently the wireless communications is introduced since from long time. In
the defense systems, already the concept of smart antenna applied which is of varying degrees and relative
costly [l]. Still to the date, such barrier of cost of using the smart antennas was prevented in commercial
applications. The DSPs (Digital Signal Processors) which is low cost and powerful advent as well as innovative
software oriented signal processing tools made the intelligent antenna systems for the real time deployment in
wireless communication systems. Now days, as the solutions which are spectrally efficient are enhancing the
business imperative, such systems are supporting for the wider coverage area, interference rejection highly, as
well as substantial capacity improvements. Thus, the solutions of smart antenna required as the interference,
number of users, and the propagation complexity growing out. [2] [3]
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BASED ON A PMSG CONTROL MODEL, IMPROVING THE
POWER QUALITY TRANSMITTED FROM WECS TO THE
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Abstract:
Renewable energ, hos become one of the most enetg/ tesources nowadays, apeciaUy, wind enerp. It is
important to implement more analysis and develop new control algorithms due to the rapid changes in the
wind generalorc size and the power electronics development in wind energt applications. This paper proposes
a grid-conneaed wind energ) conversion system (WECS) contrul scheme using permanent magnet
synchronous generator (PMSG). The model works to improve the delivered power qualifii and maximize its
value. The system contained one controller on the grid side convertq (GSC) and two simulation packages used
to simulate this model, which were PSIM software packagefor simuloting power circuit and power eleclronics
converlets, and MATLAB software package for simulating the controller on Simulinh It employed s metoheuristic technique to fulJil this target effectively. Mine-blost algorithm (MBA) and harmony search
opfimization technique (HSO) were applied to lhe proposed method to get the best controller coefJicient to
ensurc moximum power to the grid and minimize the overshoot and the steady state enot for the different
control signals. The comparison between the results olt the MBA and the HSO showed that the MBA gave
befrer

rqults with the orooosed

s.ystem

l. Introduction
The worldwide demand for energy is increasing gradually. Renewable energy could be a useful power source
to reduce the fossil fuel consumption and its corresponding pollution. Wind energy is a powerful renewable source,
which could be used in many areas. Various types of wind generators have been used in WECS, for example,
double-fed induction generator (DFIG), the wound rotor synchronous generator, squirrel-cage induction generator,
high-temperature-superconducting synchronous generator, and permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG).
To extract the maximum power from systems with variable speed wind turbines (VSWT), different power
converters and control topologies could be used. The advantages of VSWT compared with fixed speed generators
are that the extracted energl could be increased, operating at maximum power point is possible, and the efficiency
along with the power quality could be improved []. Using a direct drive PMSG could improve meaningfully the
dependability of VSWT. Although many types of generators could be used in WECS, the PMSG plays a chief role
in the market [2, 3]. Modelling and control of this system has been implemented for grid-tie [4-7] or stand-alone
system [8].Also, proportional resonant controllers were used to help in the elimination of steady-state error and
enhance the performance of the reference tracking of the converter [9]. The advantages of PMSG are the possibility
of multi-pole design that ensures, gearless WECS construction possibility, operating with slow speed, and free
maintenance operation as no brushes exist. The significant disadvantage of PMSG is that the output voltage depends
on the speed of rotation. Many applications and control systems were applied on this system [0-19]. Also, many
algorithms were used to such problems [20-251. It is possible that the minimum voltage and maximum voltage
difference could reach four times in the applications of VSWT [26]. This disadvantage could be simply overcome
with the help of a suitable interfacing converter. Optimum power/torque tracking strategies are commonly used as
they help to achieve optimum wind energy extraction. They use the velocity of the wind in order to determine the
required shaft speed to vary the speed ofthe generator. However, anemometer based control strategy decreases the
system reliability and increases cost. This control strategy may not suit or may be with high cost for a small scale
1 | Page

SDMA-OFDM SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION MECHANISM FOR
MULTI-USER DETECTION
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Abstract

In recent studied we found that there arc mony optimization methods presented for optimal multiuser
detection in SDMA-OFDM system, however eqch method is suffered from limitations. Hence in this poper we

are presenting new mclhod which is combination of two recent methods such as Genetic Algorithm and
Partial Swarm Optimization (PSO). This approach is presented to overcome this limitations associated with
exbting methods of detecting multiuser in SDMA-OFDM systerrrs. This two methods GA and PSO are easy to
simulate as well os less complexity. These techniques are shown to provide a high perfotmance as compored
to the other detectors especially in a rank-deficient scenario where numbers of usen are high as compored to
the bose station (BS) antennas. The proposed hybrid multiuser detectton system (MUD) is simulated and its
performance is compored agoinst two MUDs such as MMSE (minimum mean squorc error) and ML
(Moximum Likelihood). From the practical results it is cleared that proposed approach for MILD is performing
better as compared to existing methods.

Kqruords: OFDM, SDMA, Multiuser Detection, Spectral fficiency, ML, MMSE, GA, pSO, BER.

I.

Introduction

In the introduction we are first discussing about the concept of smart antennas which is vital for any
communication system. The mechanism of using the several antenna elements as well as innovative signal
processing in order serye more intelligently the wireless communications is introduced since from long time. In
the defense systems, already the concept of smart antenna applied which is of varying degrees and relative
costly [l]. Still to the date, such barrier of cost of using the smart antennas was prevented in commercial
applications. The DSPs (Digital Signal Processors) which is low cost and powerful advent as well as innovative
software oriented signal processing tools made the intelligent antenna systems for the real time deployment in
wireless communication systems. Now days, as the solutions which are spectrally efficient are enhancing the
business imperative, such systems are supporting for the wider coverage area, interference rejection highly, as
well as substantial capacity improvements. Thus, the solutions of smart antenna required as the interference,
number of users, and the propagation complexity growing out. [2] [3]
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Abstract

A detected sttucture etched in the melallic ground plane effectively disturbs the shield current
distribution in the ground phne and thus, DGS potentially ohtains wide rejecT-band, which meet the
emerging application challenges. Microstrip patch anlenna arrays are very popular
communication qoterL
two elements of

a

In

for today's

wireless

this paper a new scheme is proposed to reduce the mutual coupling between

palch antenno anays operated in 5.8 GHz. A splil ring DGS cell is placed in between

patch elements, which enable to reduce the sudace wave and able to reduce the mutual coapling
between them- Thk method may be adopted to reduce the overull rcal estate

of

a multi-element patch

array system-

I. Introduction
The demand of currently expanding communication systems within finite spectrum resources sets

lots of stringent requirements on the microwave circuit design. A defected structure etched in the metallic
ground plane of a microstrip line effectively disturbs the shield current distribution in the ground plane and

thus, introduces high line inductance and capacitance of the microstrip line. Dumbbell shaped defected
ground structure (DGS) has been proposed by D. Ahn first time and applied successfully to design a low

filter [-3]. Their frequency characteristics indicated one-pole response and modeled by lst order
Butterworth LPF function. They are used for designing all poletype filters. A filter with elliptic function

pass

response has attenuation poles and zeros at finite frequencies and shows sharp transition band. Few DGSs

with quasi-elliptic responses were reported [a-8] in recent time.
In this work, we are exploring the square split-ring type DGS cell. The frequency characteristics
show an attenuation zero close to the attenuation pole frequency and therefore modeled

it

as 3rd order

elliptic LPF. Moreover, owing to the increased equivalent inductance and capacitance, the required area for
this DGS is seen to be smaller than the dumbbell DGS. A split ring DGS cell is placed in between patch
elements, which enable to reduce the surface wave and finally reduce the mutual coupling between them.

Future Road Map for the Review of Automatic License Plate
Recognition
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Ahstract:

At present condition in every country, the identification of owner of vehicle as well as traffic control hus
becoming the major
The owner and vehicle identiJicolion becomes necessary to track the user who
violates the rules of trafJic or driving too fast in more people's area lVith the use of manual tral/ic conlrol
ptocess, it is highly impossible to track lhose owners those are breaking the trafJic rules and punish lhem" Thus
to automate this process and catch the real owner of driven vehicle, we need to have computerized system which
can able to catch the current activities and able locole the license plate number using different image
processing techniques. This automoted system of recognizing the license plate number of moving vehicle is cslled
as License Plale Recognition (LRP) system or Automolic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) systenl This system
is consisting of four mdn phases such as image acquisition (capturtng image from live cameros), image
preprocessing, character segmentotion and characler recognition. As per the rules of each country, these license
plales are having dilferentformats und colors. Therefore, evety country should have their own ANPR system in
place as per their license plate rules. Right now this system is implemented in US and UK road conditions, but
still not done any real timc work for Indian roods. In this paper our aim is to present the review of detailed

processes and methods presentedfor LRP system. LRP system is bosed completely on image processing.

Key l{ord:License Plate, License plate recognition, image acquisition, image preprocessing, character
s e gmenlalion, c haracl er recogn il ion.

I. Introduction
In every country, for each vehicle one unique number is allocated for the identification of that vehicle and
its owner. The systems like ANPR or LPR playing very crucial role in real life applications such as parking
payment, traffic controlling, catching the vehicle which breaks the traffic rules, stolen cars etc. The adaptations of
such automated systems are very advantageous as well as reduce many overheads as compared to traditional
manual systems. The process of LRP is consisting of complex tasks such as preprocessing, license plate detection,
character segmentation and character recognition. This process becomes more complex while working with number
plate images at different angels and noises. As this process is usually works under the real life environments, thus
this needs to be fast as well as accurate. Many of the LPR system are minimizing the complexity by putting some
constraints over the distance and position of camera for vehicle and its inclined angles. lf we consider different
angles and views of cameras, then the recognition rates increases significantly and hence the LPR system becomes
stronger. With this addition there some other features using which we can increase the accuracy of LPR system. In
this paper we are presenting the survey over LPR or ANPR system, and explaining it's every step with different
methods. In section II we are discussing the different phases included for LPR with survey of different methods
presented for them.

II.

Survey of License Plate Recognition Methods

In this section we are taking the detailed review of complete automated system for vehicle

number

recognition. In this section we are presenting each step of this system and different methods used for it. Figure
showing entire stages of this system.
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USE OF SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GROWTH MODBLS TO
ANALYZE AND PROJECT
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Abstract:
In progress of o product, programming mistakes are unovoidable. For expectation of the imperfections in a
product, we need to create programming unwovering quality development modek to investigate the items and
to anticipate thenl A similor developmenl model can'l be utilized for all the informotion. Subsequently
different programming unwavering quohty development models ore utilized for which the informatton is
isolated into a few sections and dislinclive developmenl madels are utilized for every datum parl Later they
are recombined- By consolidating oll the conventional unwavering quality development models h'e get a
multistage dependability development model At each stage, the best Software Reliabili4t Growth Model is to
be applied. There ure afew rules lo assess the imperfeclions. The RSS proportion is utilized to choose the best
Reliobility Growth Model The Malti Slage Reliability Growth Model is s blend of some modern models.
These model shuve to give the product dependability ond could support lo tske care of issues which are
dfficult to determine by utilizing Traditional programmlng unwavering quality development models.
Kqt words: Software reliability, Software Reliability Growth Models, Defects,

RSS

Ratio, probit model.

I. Introduction
The vital part of software is Software Reliability because it guarantees quality. Software Reliability can be
defined as the occurrence of no error functioning of a real system over a particular time in a particular
environment for a particular reason. Because during software development errors are expected, it is of most
significant to recommend a methodology to analyse and predict software and hardware reliability. For detecting
the probable failures, reliability growth model is used as an indication and is the best solution. Since last several
years, most companies used software growth models to improve software quality.
In certain cases defects get executed by the tester during testing then it results into a failure which is known
as software failure. The software reliability growth models are divided into two classes, concave and S- shaped.
The significance of both models is they have asymptotic behaviour i.e. the error prediction and detection rate
reduces as the number of possible errors detected and predicted increases and the total number of errors and
failures detected asymptotically reaches a finite value. Numbers of models were available for defect detection.
One reliability growth will not fit the growth model well always.

Software Reliability Growth Models are used to detect and predict the number of failures before the
software has been shipped to market. The reliability growth models use the data of system to detect and predict
the number of failures in the software. The software reliability growth models to relate the failures in the set of
code contained in the software use parameters. By knowing the parameter and the number of failures, we will
know how many more defects are remaining in the code.
The residual defects helps us to decide whether the code is ready to be shipped and whether more testing is
if we decided the code is not ready to be shipped. The estimate of the number of defects that the
software customers will encounter when operating and using the software.

required

To assess and forecast the software reliability of products, several software reliability growth models
(SRGM"s) are examined and used. Famous models are dependent on non-homogeneous Poisson process
(NHPP), like the exponential Goel Okumoto model and s-shaped model. Gompertz model and a logistic model
are also used as exponential reliability software growth models.
Presently OSS (Open Source Software) products are getting more accepted for both personal and business
use. Since the use of OSS products, its developed body and process are expected to have more complexity. The
pragmatic work determines an appliance of growth model curves to clarify and to foresee progress of open
source system products. In spite of it, there will be a complexity left over to explain the total available of code
modulation procedures with only one growth curve; it also tough to design the whole developing latest with one

A REVIEW OF THE FLYBACK MICRO INVERTER USED TO
INTEGRATE FUEL CELLS WITH A SINGLE PHASE GRID
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ABSTRACT
Sustainable power source is going lo assume a significant job later on vitality situation.
All the current topologies utilize number of middle of the road arranges before change of DC
contribution to the AC yield to the lattice side. For this sort of transformotion, effectiveness is
low and number of intensity parts ore likewise extremely high. In this paper, a minimal effort

high effectiveness basic DC-AC flyback inverter is proposed. The proposed converter
comprises of a straightforward Jlyback converter followed by a basic full extension inverter
with inactive snubber in the essential. The methods of activity of the converter alongside the
plan of the converter with the snubber is talked about. Exploratory outcomes from
reproductions are introduced too.
Key words: Single

Phase Grid, Micro Inverter, Fuel Cells

l.INTRODUCTION
Enerry crisis in recent times and rising environmental concern are making renewable energy sources
more and more important. [n the year of 2014, the use of renewable energy was 2610.6 million tons of
oil equivalent (Mtoe), responsible for 30o/o of world energy consumption []. The energy produced
from maximum available renewable energy or those under research work (like Fuel Cell) is in DC
form. The generation system can be locally grid connected or by using long range transmission. If the
system is locally connected we need to step up or step down the voltage for a particular voltage level

[2-6]. When appliances are connected to the local grid too we need different voltage levels for
different applications, thereby necessitating the use of a DC-DC converter.
Our existing single phase grid is compatible with alternating current and the appliances are also
made in that fashion. For this type of system we cannot directly integrate the DC generation system or
renewable generation system. In order to integrate renewable energy systems with the existing single
phase grid, energy conversion is needed from DC to AC. The first step is to make the DC to a
particular voltage level using a DC-DC converter and then DC-AC conversion is done using an
inverter. The feasibility of the inverter depends upon the DC-DC converter efficiency and the
capability to withstand high voltage surge and inrush current. Considering all available topologies [79] and existing converter models, it is seen that flyback converter is the most suitable model for the PV
micro inverter. With its simplicity and low cost it is the best choice of DC-DC converter for
integration with inverters for low power level applications. The operation of conventional flyback
inverter [0-13] is very simple and the conduction mode of the primary flyback converter is mainly
DCM. The transformer acts like an inductor and provides an added advantage of isolating the high
voltage output side from the low voltage input side. The primary side of the transformer charges when
the primary side switch is on and it discharges when the primary switch it off and gives supply to the
inverter.

In the existing system the main problem is with the efficiency of the overall system and huge
stress on the main primary side switch. So to overcome that problem a new micro inverter topology
has been proposed and detailed operation, design criterion and feasibility has been discussed in the
later sections.

AN ANALYSIS OF HEAT TRANSFER IN ELLIPTICAL
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ABSTRACT
d

This paper presents

test

exominationfor heat move upgrade and liquid stream in elliptic al sectiorrs rtfied with

bqt coo lant air temperalure is 300 K and stream Reeynolds
number range (1 t000, t 3500 and t 6000). The encompassing sleady tourist lemperalures w(a (67j K).Resdts
present the impact of urilizing diverse rib geometries in various circular enlry perspective r otio on lhe liquid
various rib geomettries. Limit condilions are:

stream and1garmth move chsrracteristics. The cooling air temperature qppropriation al the section cenlerline,
qnd warm
inwqrd divider surface temperature ol the channel, normal Nusseh number, contact facTor faltio,

p disdained in

execution factor are

this paper-

I

wqs indicated that normal Nusseb number expanded with in

for *ilizing rib I and chann el perspective
(2).Increasing coolant wind atrrsnt vellociry diminishes the coolant air temperatur e at chqnnel cente ine, so
diminishes the imyard divider channel temperarare. Iltilizing ribs d ecreases the imvard divider channel
incremenl
lempersture and expands the coolant qif temperalure at chonnel centerline. Erosion Iactor rqtiio
rib
,eith increment RE nolds numberr and the lcmer pressure drop (lower conlact fdctor proportion) is found for

wrinHing

I at all

Reynolds number, and the most elevated worth was found

ospecct ptoporlion.

Keyvords: Gas Turbine. Hea t Transl'er Enhancement, lntemal Cooling, Rib Turbulator
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IOT-BASED HOME ENVIRONMENT MONITORING
SYSTEM REVIEW
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ABSTRACT
Todoy, as an ever-increasing number offamilies have working individuqls, homes are in efect left unmonitored

for a few hours every day.

There is no arrangement

for

crisis cautions, robotization systems or observing

ffices

for mechanical improvement toward this path
particalarly in view of the progression in the Internet of Things (Iol) Ul. It is conceivable to screen home
condition conditions utilizing sensors to distinguish temperature, stickiness, light, stable and gas focuses

for

the home condition conditions. There is colossal potential

noticeuble qll around. It is likewise conceivable to screen altered circamstances,

full,

for uomple, water

tanlrs being

dustbins being over-burden andfridges lefi open. The need ofgreat irnportance is a coordinated answerfor hove

the option to screen nature conditions from a solitary portable application [7]. Sone level ofmechanization to control the
gas
home condition conditiotts alongside warnings d there should be an occutrence of crisis circumstances, for example,
spills additionatly should be a piece

of

this single arrangement. This contextual irwestigation

paper is taken to give a solitary

in the day'
coordinated answerfor the previously mentioned issue ofbeing not able to keep homes checkedfor afew hours
Most
The idea is tweaked to screen these conditions and advise the client on his versatile application remotely-

conditionfactors cctn be checked by opening and irwigorat@ the application. Crisis circumstances and altered
he can be
cautians are scared to the clienr by sending pop-up messages to his cell phone with the end goal that
with the
made mindful of any significont conditions right away. The sensor information is put away on the cloud
purposes ulso' The
end goal that it tends to be versatile and the information can lqter be utilizedfor diagnostic
ideo worked

in

this

paper is a truly necessary arrangement in this day and age- At the point when most people

an occurrence of o gas
are out of home during the day time, this co, cmgement can alarm them if there should be
remotely turning on and off
release, over-burden water tanks and can likewise sssist them with sparingforce by
the electrical gadget present at home.
needs of clients.

h

helps

It is q coordinqted and adaptable

answer

for prwide food

for observing the whole house on the client's cell phone from

arry

the

fluctuating

piece of the world'

Kit, Light
Keywords: Integrated Development Environment, lnternet of Things, Java Development
Emitting Diode, Model View Controller, Platform

as a Service.

l.INTRODUCTION
we use in our lives and
with the advent of the lnternet of Things, there is a rising trend to connect every device,
available to us and
resources
the
of
aware
more
becoming
give us information at our fingertips. fre are. slowly
to be in control of
possible
it
is
in
technology,
uduancemint
th"
wittr
how we can utilize them mosiefficiently.
to a high degree of accuracy' As more and
the environment around us. It is possibli to monitor our surroundings
hours in the day ' It is important that
more families have all-working members, homes are left empty for several
safety and being in control of the house'
people monitor their houses wten they are away for ensuring maximum
this work, the aim is to develop one
with
There are several aspects of the house that can be monitoied, and
currently are isolated systems like
exist
that
products
product that can monitor several of these aspects. The
a single product thal car-l be used to measure and
thermostats to monitor tlmperature, however the aim is to make
quality and sound' The product can also be customized for alerts

monitor lighting, humidity, temperature, air

DESIGN OF AN AIR BORNE RADOME AND FINITE

ELEMENT METHOD
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ABSTRACT
Radome is an auxiliary wqlled in areafor Radar/reception apparatus which shields from outer natural burdens.

few contemplations in the plan and creation of Radomes. In the curuent worh Radome wtth
Mounting Bracket is mounted on the wing of the airplane which is moving with 0.8 Mach speed. Stream
There are a

reproduction examination is completed in Solidl{orks programming to separate the weight following up on the
outside of the Radome. The weight information acquired from the SolidlVorla is applied in the FE model
produced inAbaqus V 6.14. The Radome thickness ctssumes a significant

iob in

the presentation of recieving

wire. The Radome thickness is streamlinedvia doing static and modulor irwestigation.

Key words: Radome V 6.14, SolidWorks

l.INTRODUCTION
A Radome is a structural member that protects antenna from environmental loads (wind pressure in case of the
of the important
present problem) and also acts as an electromagnetic window to the antenna. Radome is one
parts oflRadar's mechanical construction. The Radome protects the radar against environmental disturbances'
level of attenuation
There could be some signal attenuation or signal losses introduced by the radome and this
considerations, but in
should be kept to the minimum. The shength of the radome is one of its important design
as that has other serious
the process ofachieving better strength, the weight should not be increasedjust like that,
for a Radome design and selection
consequences on the Radome structure []. One more important consideration
much less, when compared to that
be
should
Radome
of
a
is cost. The cost incurred in the design and fabrication
include the topology, material,
Radome
of
of the Radar that it is intended to protect. Other design considerations
Topolory or geometric
signals.
mechanical properties and effects of a radome on the transmitted or received
shape plays a vital role in the design of a Radome [2]'
materials such as polyester,
Reinforcements such as fiberglass , quartz, graphite, and Kevlar along with
products. Core materials such as
epoxies, and cyanate ester are ur"d to make advanced composites and special
and thermoform able cores) are also
honeycomb (fiberglass, aluminium and graphite) and foams (Polyisocyanate
up t9 400oF. or in autoclaves'
used. Depending on the application, Gri parts are oven-cured at temperature
also available for special
are
at high temperatures. Other materials
which require high-pressui"
"r.",
and matrix to
reinforcement
of
applications. Regardless of the application, we can select the right combination

[3].
engineering (CAE)
SolidWorks is a solid modelling computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided
published by Dassault Systdmes'
computer program that runs on Microsoft windows. Solidworks is
lnstitute of Technology graduate
Massachusetts
I
by
993
SolidWorks Corporation was founded in December
MIT Blackjack Team to set up
the
of
a
member
while
made
Jon Hirschtick. Hirschtick used $l million he had
States, Hirschtick recruited a team of
the company [ ]. hitially based in Waltham, Massachusetts, United
was easy-to-use, affordable, and available on the
engineers with the goat or building 3D CAD software that
Solidworks released its first product
windows desktop. operating latJr from concord, Massachusetts,
known for its CATIA CAD software' acquired
SolidWorks 95, in NovemUei tqSS. ln 1997 Dassault, best
board for the next 14 years in various roles'
Solidworks for $3 l0 million in stock [5]. Jon Hirschtick stayed on
revenue company [6]'
Under his leadership, Solidworks grew to a $100 million

meet requirements

BRAIN ACTIVITY ANALYSIS FOR COMMUNICATION IN
INDIVIDUALS WITH LOCKED-IN SYNDROME
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Abstroct:
Presently, due to the after elfecl ofthe inventions, various techniques are a usedfor control of home appliances.
Particuiarly, they are particularly designed for the aged people and ako Jor patients. In some cases advanced
systenrs are builtfor the physically disabled people. The main problem in all current systens is that thqt are not
iuitable for alt kinds of people and under all conditions. Each system needs a unique design and device, which
increasis lhe cost of constructing them and reduction in stabiti$. The main aim of our proied is to make a s
simple system, which can be used by all types oJ people in every situotion for controlling devices around them.
Brain waves can be used to solve this problem- Here, the brain wave has an important role in controlling devices
tn fhe home condition and enable commanication among people suffering from pseudo comu The brain waves
are detected by use of NeuroskY Mindwave sensor and data is transferred using Bluetooth to the CA system- The
CA system is made uP of an Arduino and its programmed lo control all the devices connected The main
advantage ofthe projecT is that it can be used by all types of people.
Key Word: NeuroslcyMindwave, Bluetooth, C entrol automation system, Pseudocoma
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Introduction

Locked-in syndrome

Locked-in syndrome (LIS), also known as pseudocoma is a stae of human body in which a patient is aware
in the body
but cannot move or communicate verbally due to complete paralysis of nearly all voluntary muscles
to be
cognitively
intact
sufficiently
and
is
conscious
individual
The
blinking.
and
movements
eye
except for vertical
or
syndrome,
locked-in
able to communicate with eye movements. Th; EEG is normal in locked-in syndrome.Total
Fred
well'
as
paralyzed
are
eyes
the
wherein
completely locked-in state ('CLIS), is a version of locked-in syndrome
Plum and Jerome Posner coined the term for this disorder in 1966'
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Figure
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Man suffering from locked-in syndrome

(ADs) for
persons having severe motor disabilities for various ."uin, can use a wide range of assistive devices
set of ADs
The
purposes'
.managing their daily needs as well as using them for communication and entertainment

MANAGEMENT OF CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS AND
BANKING FOR RETAIL BUSINESS IN INDIA.
Jagannath Sahu,
Gandhi Institute of Excellent Technocrats, Bhubaneswor, India
Dolagobinda Swain,
Balasore College of Engineering & Technolog,t, Balasore, Odisha, India

Abstract
The prime target of the examinqtion work is to build up q system for Customer Relationship
Management Model (CRM), appropriate to Indian retail banks qnd to break down the impact of
administration quality on client conduct with separate to retail banks. The after effects of the
examination study uncover that there seems, by all accounts, to be absence of mindfulness with the
bank representqtives just as appropriation of CRM bundles accessible in the mqrket. It is
of CRM bundle can be accomplished iust if the bank can make
propos"d
'the'correctthat the fruitful execution
condition, culture and disposition ofthe representative intending to serve the clients in
the most ideal way.

Keywords: Customer Relationship Management (CRM); Retail Bank and Disposition
Representatives

I.

INTRODUCTION

The traditional mode of marketing mainly focused on segmenting and acquiring new customers by
using tools and techniques developed for mass marketing. In the present competitive era, this
p.orr-", vain. Today there are different approaches to business such as relationship marketing,
tustomer retention and cross- selling leading to customer extension, which is a far cry from the

traditional segmentation model.

The relative and marked emergence of CRM as a business strategy
radicallytransformedthewayorganizationsoperate.Theshiftinbusinessfocusfrom
transaciionaltorelationshipmarketingkeepsthecustomeratthecentreofallbusiness

has

activities-

Organizations are trying to restructure their processes to meet the needs of their strategicallY
is
significant customers. The critical driver of such a dramatic shift towards customer orientation

the

realization that

customers

are

business assets

whenmanagedeffectivelytheycanderivecontinuousandsustainableeconomicvalue
organization over their life time.

for

and
an

both in
The dynamics of the banking ecosystem have changed the business format of retail banks
relationship management and in streamlining their operations'
a core
Relationship marketing or customer relationship management has been emerging as
an
average,
environment
competitive
fiercely
'On
in
the
marketing activity foi businesses
Therefore, many
companiJs spend six times more to acquire new customers than to retain them.
to retain the
customers
with
existing
relationships
to
the
firms are now paying more attention
mand to increase their share of customer purchases'
In order to improve the relations with the customers, today's Retail Banking comprehensively
to the customer' as it is the
concentrates on the quality of the products and the services offered
the customer' Offering
basic foundation for mainiaining and developing long-term relations with
to develop long-term customer relations' but is
quality products and services is not only
"t."tttiut
and growth'
also essential to improve marketing productivity and long run profits

of

the

STUDY OF CDS THIN FILMS VACUUM EVAPORATION DEPOSITION AND ITS
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
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Ahstract:

Cadmium Sulfrde thin Jilms have been deposited on to well cleaned glass substrate in a vacuum of 10-6 Ton
The thicknesi of the Jilms has been determined by quartz crystal monitor method The elecfiicol resistivily
measurements wete performed at room temperature by four probe method and it shows CdS ftlms with high
resistivily. I-V characteristics analyzed with vaious thickness-

Key Word:
CDS, Electrical Properties, Electrical

Res

istivity.

L Introduction

The wide energy gap of CdS semiconductor is one of the most important properties leading to the great
finds
experimental interest i"'ttre." materials. CdS is a suitable window layer for solar cells [1-2] and also
gas
applications as optical filters and multilayer light emitting diodes [3-4], photo detectors [5-7], TFETs [8-9],
to
are
used
methods
Various
l].
.inroo and transparent conducting semiconductors for optoelectronic devices F0-l
the
application
and
method
eflective
is
an
attractive,
deposit CdS thin hlms [12-la]. emong the vacuum evaporation
reveals the variation of
at enables the deposition of thin films-of larger area with good uniformity. The present study
films.
thin
CdS
properties
of
electrical

II.

ExPerimentalMethods

from
Using the conventional l2A4 hind highvac coating unit pure (99.999o/o) aluminium was evaporated
Pure
electrodes'
the
base
to
to
form
masks
tungsten filament on to well cleaned glass substrates through suitable
dielectric
form
the
to
boat
molybdenum
from
evaporated
was
then
USA)
(gg-.ry/iCdS (Alrich chemicals
"o.rrp-*y,
Resistivity measurements
iayer. A working pressure of 10-6 Torr was maintained in all the evaporation processes.
and four- probe method (van
films
resistive
high
for
method
two-probe
by
the
temperature
ai
ioom
performed
arl
thickness
d". puu* technique) for low-resistive films. Ohmic contacts are obtained using high-purity indium- The
Series
VPF
Nitrogen
Liquid
Janis
using
was
studied
dependent current-voltage behavior of Schottky devices
cryostat. Rotary pump was used to maintain desired vacuum inside the cryostat.

III. Result and Discussion
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
using the
The elecffical resistivity of CdS films with different thickness was measured
reciprocal of temperature (1000/T)'
p)
(log
with
of
variation
the
d.c. four probe method in air. Fig. l. - Fig. 3. shows
nature of films' For
semiconducting
indicating
temperature
with
decreases
For all films, it was seen that resistivity
all the films, resistivity follows the relation,

p:

p0 exp (E0

iKT)

(l)

the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x l0-23 J/k) and 'E0'
film decreases due to the improvement in
the activation energy .equirei for conduction. Resistivity of CdS thin
is attributed to the size effect observed in
crystallinity of the films as the film thickness increased. ihis observation
semiconductor thin fi lms.
Where

.p, is resistivity at temperature 'T', p0 is a constant,

'K'

SLEEP SCHEDULING PROTOCOL FOR DATA AGGRBGATION IN
WSN WITH ENERGY OPTIMIZATION
Sisir Kumar Dalai,
Gandhi Institute of Excellent Technocrats, Bhubaneff )or, India
Pitambar Behera,
KMBB College of Engineering and Technologt, Khordha, Odisho, India

Abstract
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of various nodes or devices those are operated on batteries. These

or devices have inadequate amount of initial energy which are consumed during the data transmission
process. In sleep scheduling algorithms most of the sensor nodes are turn to sleep state to preserve energy and
improve the network life time. This paper focuses an Energy Efficient Sleep Scheduling (EE-SS) protocol for
nodes

WSN. In the initial phases, the network is divided into small clusters and these clusters are managed by the
Cluster Heads (CHs). The CHs are elected based on the highest residual energy criteria. The sleep scheduling
approach hetps to allocate the slots to forward data from the source to base station. The nodes which are having

the highest residual erergy are selected as the forwarding nodes. This paper compares the performance of the
proposed method with the standard LEACH protocol and

CL model in terms of various factors. The result of

this paper proves that the proposed method has higher network lifetime than the existing approaches.

Keywords-'Base Station, Cluster Heads (CHs), Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH)'
Residual Energy. Sleep Scheduling, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of a huge number of sensor nodes disseminated over a certain
region. Each node notices its surrounding area and collects the application specific information.

lt

gathered data to the gateway (master node). The gateway processes the data and perform necessary actions

A

sensor node may require

transmits the

if

necessary.

to function for long periods of time relying on a small battery. Hence, it is essential to

optimize the energy efficiency

of all

sensor processes.

It

includes sensing, communication and computation. This

requests for planning the communication protocols which are energy-efficient in the sense

of

demanding the low

transmission power and low-complexity processing. Lesser the computational complexity of communication protocols
is essential due to its reduced energy consumption and hardwarecost.

It is identified that the energy requisite to communicate a definite amount of information is exponential to the
inverse of the transmission time. The corresponding delay-energy tradeoffprinciple is applied to the strategy of energy-

efficient packet-scheduling protocol.

It

or smoothing on the packet arrival-time intervals,
the input faffic and it leads to the significant energy

accomplishes filtering

resulting in an output packet traffic which is less bursty than

A discretized form of the "lary scheduling protocol" is applied to a network, where the channel gains among
the different users are expected to be identical. Some of the primary implications of reliability in the effect of cost and
savings.

energy influences in WSN scheme are asfollows:

o

Sensing reliability:

All the

sensor nodes in WSN applications cooperate together to observe physical phenomena

of

HOSTILE TO CORROSION STUDIES ON HIBISCUS ROSA
SINENSIS AND AZADIRACHITA INDICA LEAVES
ETHANOLIC EXTRACT
Sonali Rout,
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Sanjay Kumar Mallick'
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Abstract:
The currenl exsmination wss done about lhe consumption hindronce and adsotption conduct of Neem
and Hibiscus, os a green inhibitor of Zinc erosion in acidic intervened erosion causing soil orgonisms

by utilizing weight reduction and thermodynamic investigations. Il was even examined

both

quantitatively and subjectively biochemical substances present in Neem and Hibiscus leaves of ethanol
remove which go sbout as onticorrosive operator of metoltic and non-metallic substances in fermented
soil Ethanolic concentrate of Neem and Hibiscus leuves remove indicated the solid untimicrobial
oction againsf soil microorganisms, for example, S.aureus, Streplococcus, B. sabitilis, Lactobacillus,
Proleus, Corynebacferium, Pseudomonas, A.niger, Mucor and Desulpho Vibro sp' Langmuir and

Freundlich, Temkin and Florry Huggins models ore utilized to examination adsorption happened in
the tesl information of adsorption isotherms. The Freundlich, Langmuir and Temkin models are
utilized to investigation adsorption happened in the test

Keywords: Corrosion inhibition; Neem and Hibiscus; anticorrosive activity; ontimicrobial octivity

l.lntroduction
Green chemistry offers an opportunify to propose any research in non-polluting way with minimum production
of waste and minimum consumption of ineigy. It is a way of life which is equally applicable in all fields
wherever chemistry involves (Linthorst,20l0; Sharma et al.,20l0a; Sharma et al.,20ll; Sharma et a1.,2009a)'
..Corrosion" is a phenomenon where chemistry helps to explain its mechanism and role of ions and energy
behind it. It is simply a desffuction of materials resulting from an exposure and the interaction with the
environment. One of the latest and popular approaches is the use of substances called corrosion inhibitor- These
inhibitor molecules consist of heteioCyclic compounds with polar functional groups (e.g. N, S, O, and P) and
conjugated double bonds with different aromatic system. Basically, these substances adsorb on the metal surface
to 6to-ct the destruction reaction with aggressive media. They are both physically and chemically active
must be
adsorbate q,.pe substances (Buchweistrala, ZbOe and Thompson et al., 2007). lt is a major problem that
metallurgical,
mechanical,
chemical,
various
confronted ior safety, environmental, ind economic reasons in
more varied
biochemical, and medical engineering applications and more specifically, in the design of a much
attack can
Corrosion
lifespan.
useful
and
functionality,
in
size,
vary
number of mechanical parts ihich .qruity
process
fluids,
production
of
combination
improvement,
materials
as
such
be prevented by various methods
is the most
conirol, and chimical inhibition. Among these methods, the implementation of corrosion inhibition
use
of
corrosion
The
excellent approach to avoid disastrous distruction of metals and alloys in corrosive media.
Corrosion
metals.
on
attack
inhibitors is the most economical and convenient technique to control corrosive
environment,
inhibitors are chemicals either synthetic or natural whictr, when added in small amounts to an
are
known to be
compounds
of
synthetic
A
number
decrease the rate of attack by ttre environment on metals.

applicableasgoodcorrosiorrinhibitorsformetals(Ebensoetal''?'072a;Kabandaetql''20l2aandQuraishiet
causes great loses to our
it., ZO1Z1. Thi importance of a corrosion sfudy depend on the fact that corrosion therefore
on the order of
are
costs
borrosion
safety.
human
for
economy'and is a major threat
-worldwide
such
as India are
countries
US$552 billion (Chauhan and Gunasekaran,20dT; Schmitt et a1.,2009a). Even
efforts have been made
suffering badly due to this problem of corrosion (Sharma and Sharma, 201l). Several
them (Anuradha et al',
of
is
one
inhibitors
using corrosion-preventive practices, and the use of green corrosion

sharma e/
zooi; uudhoo and Sharmu,zoto;Sharma et al.,20lob; Sharma et al.,20l0c sharma et al',2009b;
countries that are now facing in
aI.2009c).Hence the present study was undertaken in view of the above fact the
technology'
green
chemical
by
adopting
pipings
by
in
metal
effort
order to reduce
"o.rorion
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Abstract:
An enormous quanttty of concrete is consumed by the construction industry, About 37.5 %o volume of concrete
is comprised of sand A good class concrete is produced by cautious mixing of cement, Jine and codrse
aggrugates, water and admktures as required to obtain an optimum quality and economy. Generally, cement
and course aggregotes arefactory made products und their quality ond stondsrds can be easily controlled and
maintained. Water used for mixing of concrete k usually tap water. The fine aggregales or sond used is
usually obtoinedfrom natural sources particularly river beds or river banks. Nowadays due to conslant sand
mining, the naturol sand is reducing at an alarming rale. Sond dragging from river beds has led to several
envirunmental issues. Due to vsrious environmentul issues Government has expelled the dragging of sand
from rivers. This has led to o scorcily ond substontial increase in the cost of natural sand There is a vital
need toJind on alternative to Natural Sund The only long term replacementfor sond is Artilicial sand" In lhe
present sludy, an altempt has been made to uperimentally study the pruperties of conerete and mortor by
replacing the 100% nalural sand with artiftcial sand. The rusults have shown that the natural sand can be
reploced with the arlificiol sand to produce concrete and mortar of satisfactory slrength ond durability.

Kqt words: Artificial Sand, Concrete, Natural Ssnd, Strength.
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Introduction

Sand is a vigorous element in making two most used construction materials viz. cement concrete and mortar.

Usually, Natural Sand, which is made by natural enduring

of rocks over many years, is preferred as fine

aggregate. The economic growth fuelling the growth of infrastructure and housing generates huge demand for
building materials like sand. The indiscriminate mining of sand from riverbeds is posing a serious threat to an
environment such as destruction of riverbed and banks, triggering landslides, loss of vegetation on the bank of

rivers, lowering the underground water table etc. Hence, sand mining from riverbeds is being controlled or
banned by the authorities. Regulatory extraction along rivers has caused the illegal activities to spread into
hillside and farmlands, creating public hazards such as landslide, deep ponds, and hanging cliffs (Priyanka A.
Jadhav and Dilip K. Kulkarni, 2013). This sand removed from fields, in addition to depleting the fertile top soil,
impairs the quality of concrete/mortar. Artificial sand, which is obtained by crushing the rock, is emerging as a
viable alternative to Natural Sand. This material is in use for quite some time in developed countries. The use of
this sand (also called artificial sand, Artificial sand, Robo Sand etc.,) is picking up in India in major cities. Use of
methodically produced Artificial Sand as an alternative to Natural Sand is the requirement of the hour and will
provide a long term solution to Indian Construction Industry.
Indiscriminate mining of sand from riverbeds is posing a serious threat to an environment such as destruction of
riverbed and banks, triggering landslides, loss of vegetation on the bank of rivers, lowering the underground
water table etc. Hence, sand mining from riverbeds is being controlled or banned by the authorities. Regulatory
extraction along rivers has caused the illegal activities to spread into hillside and farmlands, creating public
hazards such as landslide, deep ponds, and hanging cliffs (Priyanka A. Jadhav and Dilip K. Kulkami, 2013). This
sand removed from fields, in addition to depleting the fertile top soil, impairs the quality of concrete/mortar.
Artificial sand, which is obtained by crushing the rock, is emerging as a viable alternative to Natural Sand. This
material is in use for quite some time in developed countries. The use of this sand (also called artificial sand,
Artificial sand, Robo Sand etc.,) is picking up in India in major cities. Use of methodically produced Artificial
Sand as an alternative to Natural Sand is the requirement of the hour and will provide a long term solution to
Indian Construction Industry.

Artificial sand is crushed fine aggregate formed from a source material and designed for use in concrete or
for otler specific products. Only source materials with suitable strength, durability and shape characteristics
should be used ( Amnon K., and Hadassa 8,2006) . Production generally involves crushing, screening and
possibly washing. Separation into discrete fractions, recombining and blending may be essential.

Artificial Sand is produced by nurturing hard stones of changing sizes to primary and secondary crushers,
for size saving and these crushed stones are extra crushed in Vertical Shaft Impact (VSI) crusher to reduce the
particle size to that of sand. The VSI crusher by its unique design and action of attrition produces well-shaped
fine aggregate particles that are cubical and angular ( Nagraj T.S,2000) . The procedure of attrition also enables
of surface roughness of the fine aggregate elements to some extent. During the production

the reduction

TRUST.BASED MULTI-HOP ROUTING FOR VANET
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Abstract: Vehicular ad-hoc network (VANED is a wireless technologt that operates in an environment where f
vehicle to vehicle (V2V) framework enables vehicles to shqre real time trffic status information.VANET

provides
self-organized and self-configured wireless technologt without the need of gqteways Security threat is
'one
of the critical challenges in this domain. Attack like packet drop obstructs the performance and reliability of
the iommunication. The paper focases at enhancing multi-hop communication by proposing Trust-Based
routings scheme, the approach introduces the mechanism of portioning the communication signal into regions
and zones and acknowledgment technique to provide holistic control and tracking of the packet flow from
source node to the destinotion node.
Kqruords: multihop, packet drop, VANET, V2V, wireless

I. Introduction
In Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication, the vehicle communicates wirelessly with one another
via wireless medium [l], V2V is purely wireless communication between vehicles in ad-hoc mode; it enables
data exchange platform for the vehicle to communicate and share information with other vehicle within a
communication range [2]. In V2V communication, each vehicle is a node and can work as a source, a
destination and/or a router to re-transmit traffic related information to other vehicles. The vehicles communicate
either directly or indirectly, this mean, the nodes within the same signal range communicate directly and for the
nodes that are out of the same signal range communication via an intermediate nodes by establishing route in
multihop mode [3], this enables forwarding of data to an individual or group of node [4].
Multihop communication enables message propagations in vehicular networks based on the principles
of mediator approaches, through carry-forward process by neighbouring vehicles until the desired
dissemination target node is reached [5], the packet propagations are accomplishing through intermediary
vehicles when a source vehicle send a message to destination vehicle. However, due to high mobility of

vehicles and multipath propagation, communications in vehicular networks suffer from severe channel
mutilations which make quality-of-service (QoS) provisioning in the networks seriously challenging. These
have highlighted that, improving and securing the transmission reliability is critical issues in vehicular network
t6t.
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MultiHop communication in vehicular network

represents multiHop communication in vehicular networks, the source node communicates with the
destination node, these nodes are not within the same signal range and the remaining nodes are the intermediary
nodes residing in different signal range that forward transmission in multihop mode, they provide relay services
by re-broadcasting the packet sent from source node to reach the target destination node.

Fig.
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ABSTRACT:
The wireless sensor networks (WSN) consist with large number of serysgr nodgs gpelglional together lo.
tol^e soecific-iis*. inb senio, nodes are typiially prograrimed for monitoriig the.environment and
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ITITNTRODUCTION
nodes.
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a combination of a small light weighted wireless sensor
power computation [1] [2]' Data
These large set of densely coupled nodes are small, inexpensive and limited in
aggregation is an essential standard for wireless routing in sensor networks

A

of packets (heterogeneous) and similar set of
t3] t4l. The main concept is to combine the data with different set

and
packets (homogenous) which is intend for eliminating redundancy, minimizing the number of transmissions
information'
the
reporting
of
in
terms
node
thus saving energy. Collected information are transmitted to sink

sensors andtheir collaboration. Nodes in
nodes are handled
networks have the ability of self-organizing and monitoring capability. Through the multi-hop,

Reports a r e s e ntt othe

sinkbythe deployment of large numberof

communication
and transmitted towards the sink node. These nodes achieve data collection, aggregation and

from

a remote

environment[5].

l Data aggregation
Data aggregation progresses the lifetime

ll.l

of nodes by eliminating redundant data transmission' The data
nodes nearer to sink follows a multi -hop fashion. The existing techniques

transmission between neighbor
cluster-head received raw
still need of an improved approach using aggregation. Clustering isusedwhere each
The data gathered from the sensor nodes co
data and taken into aggregation which is then sent to the sink.
aggregation approaches involve lot of
mprisesofredundancy and it should be reduced using data fusion. These
it will soon die out and again need more
energy wastages. In case of homogeneous b a s e d the cluster- head,
energy for re- clustering[6]-

BASED ON ENTSO-E REQUIREMENTS, A RBVIEW OF
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Abstract:

Under-frequency load shedding (UFLS) is designed to protect the power system when the frequency drops
load.
below givei thiesnoias ry switching offcertain amounts of the load aiming thus to balance generation and
in
compliance
progrsm
Load
Shedding)
(Under
Frequency
UFLS
This piper presents a review of tie ixisting
with'reientiy revised police-S of operationit Handbook of ENTSo-e. The proposed review of the c-urrent UFLS
program fo:, Kosovo Power Systei hqs considered the main standards requirements and guidelines for UFLS
't"tiy ONfSO-E. This work examine system performance by conducting dynamic simulations of UFLS schernes
subjict to different imbalances betwien toid and generation, and includes three power system island mode
scinarios ,iin ai6rr"nt equivalent inertia of the system, respectively different size of the systems' With aim to
define the best jrogram of UFLS, which fits to the Kosovo Power System frequency behtwior, two different
large scale
{JFLS programs are analyzed and results- are compared. The proposed program is tested using a
EuropeofSoutheast
area
power
system
PSS/E model which represents interconnected

1.

INTRODUCTION

Under-frequency load shedding (UFLS) is defined as a coordinated set of controls using under
the
fiequency relays which rlsults in the decrease of electrical loads in the power system, with aim to recover
been
has
breakdown
power
system
major
a
to
avoid
resort
last
as
the
,yri.- frequency. Load shedding
uiilized for'a long time. It is malnly triggered by under-frequency or under-voltage protection relays and
actuated by distrilbution system ciriuit breakers. Proper design of load shedding schemes which include
prop". settings of under-frequency protection is most relevant issue to ensure smooth load relief, in situations
whire the power system otherwiie-would go unstable. The current revised program requirements for UFLS
are presented in Operational Handbook of ENTSO-E/Police-5.
Each TSO shall implement the ENTSO-E RG CE general UFLS scheme as followed:
Frequency in the range 49.0 to 48.0 Hz:.
a. At least an amount of demand correspondin gto 5o/o of the total load shall be disconnected at

49.0Hz

b.

In total, an amount of demand correspondingto 45oh+l-7%o of the total load shall be
disconnected between 49.0 and 48.0 Hz.

The UFLS scheme shall be implemented stepwise taking into account following considerations:
a. The number of disconnection steps shall be minimum 6 (including the step triggered at 49.0 Hz),
b. For each step, an amount of demind corresponding to I 0% of total load shall be disconnected at
maximum.
c. Additional dfldt function in uFLS relays is allowed in the range 49-8 - 49.0 Hz
d. No intentional time delay shall be set in UFLS relays'
e. Maximum disconnection delay shall be 150 ms including breakers operation time [1].
was established based
The existing UFLS program which is operational in- Kosovo Power System,
amount of load
different
with
steps
four
only
including
on previous recommendation of ENTSO-E,

SECURITY MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY FOR
DATA TRANSMISSION BBTWEEN TWO
COMMUNICATION POINTS AND THE
PARTICIPATION OF DATABASES
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Abstract:
Keeping and controlling the security and secrecy of database data is signiiicont in
the cutting edge time as long as there are a ton of methodsfor entrance, surveillance,
and access to information on the Internet. The signiftcance of database security is a
higher priority than the signiji.cance of information to be ensured. There are
ni^"rou, available resources of security that help keep up the security of data and
encryption to the level that meets the prerequisites of database security. It is notable
that'ivery ofJice or division has its own strategt to shield its information from
robbery i, ior^ in relation to the size and sort of information notwithstanding the
hand that works on such information and thst the data security circumstance is in
accordance with thefoundation of the database-

Key Words: Information systems, data exchange, data classification, data encryption,
ports.

I.

Introduction

the world of
Modern technologies for computers and networks have revolutionized and continue to revolutionize
in
the transfer
use
databases
that
behavior
use, disseminatioi, and transmission of information. The standards of
responsibilities.
and
rights
respect
to
users
*a Urmng of data'bases around the world must force
who have
We can consider information to be a source of strength, and it is the key to prosperity for users
access to it.

Do not forget that the information is a treasure to the hackers of the computer must be protected from
pirates of information, Do not forget that the information is a treasure to the hackers of the computer must be
protected from them, fur" Autu andlnformation must be protected whether stored in the database or transmitted

and other data
directly through the channel connection on both ends of computers, one of them sent to data

receiver.
workplaces and
The electronic systems should reach the majority of international institutions, companies,
the rights
guarantee
and
balance
achieve
to
made
must
be
private life. Therefor!, new ethical and legal deciiioni
of all.

II.TheEthicallssueofElectroniclnformationSystems
members of the profession,
The ethical issue is the accepted standards of behavior and the rules governing
to electronic networks and
inctuOing information controi, access, privacy and misuse of data. These extend
electronic databases, and more specifically, electronic information systems[l].
2.1. Electronic CoPYright Law

is causing confusion and how
The ease with which information is being pumped increasingly on networks
With the growing growth of
files'
to
ilectronic
applied
be
can
rights
copyright and intellectual property
on them and the ease of sharing and
networks, especially so"ial net*o.kr, uid th" dissemination of information
necessary to provide explanations on
use of information published without reference to the His idea, It became
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PREPAID ENERGY METERING UNIT TO DESIGN ENERGY
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ABSTRACT:-

Electricity theft remains a huge loss incurred by electricity distribution companies. This theft arises
majorly because of activities carried out by consumers such as energy-meter by-passing, energy-meter tampering
etc. This research study offers an approach for handling energy meter by-passing and tampering. The system
design is based on the monitoring of the readings of two current sensors by a programmed microcontroller.
Whiie one of the current sensors monitors the current drawn by the user's load, the latter installed before the
meter monitors current drawn by all loads. Any discrepancy between the values read, indicates theft. A
momentary switch is also instalied in the meter to trigger the meter once it is tampered with. Furthermore, the
energy
user is provided with a remote access to the energy meter for recharging energy units and for monitoring
to
attempt
any
detect
and
load
consumption
measured
accurately
system
consumption. It was observed that the
GSM
using
reported
were
attempts
all
unscrupulous
Lastly,
meter.
the
energy
by-pass or tamper with

technology.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is impossible for an electric power system to be 100% free from theft. In 1999, Transparency
For
International revealed that close to l5oh of the generated power is lost as a result of electricity theft.

(BPDB), after
instance, between 1998 and 1999, in Bangladesh, the Bangladesh Power Development Board
energy,
billed
of
MWhr
generating about 14,600 MWhr of electricity, could only account for 11,462
one of
remains
theft
electricity
reflecting"a total loss of about 22Yo []. In developing countries like Nigeria,
due
over
control
no
little
or
has
government
the
the majoi problems being faced by the power sector olwhich

(AMI)
to lacli of the required i-echnology. Wirlte the implementation of Automatic Metering Infrastructure
power
by
incurred
losses
non-technical
increased
it
has
adversely
meteireaders,
has eliminated thi need for
(T&D)
losses
distribution
and
transmission
total
grid
has
a
Nigeria's
that
It
is
estimated
utility companies [2].

to United States whose T&D losses are at 7o/o 13,
of about 40% which is tremendously high *h"r,
"o*pu.ed
done by
41. Electricity theft is a form of nbn+echnical loss. According to [5], any form of interference
NonThe
thetas
electricity
to
referred
is
complete or iartial bypassing of the meter to adulterate its values
the
to
do
with
nothing
has
that
action
is
an
external
technical losses are caused i'y human error. This error
billing
meter,
of
bypassing
tampering,
meter
include
These
activities
characteristics of the power system.
needs
i*egularities and unpaid bills i4, 6, 71. To respond to the electricity theft and growth trend, the country
residential
make
t, iuk" appropriate lnitiatives-not oniy to boost its power generation capacity but also to
sector more energy smart and efficient [8].

for
Analogue meters which are still widely used in most parts of the nation, pose lots of challenges
go
the
to
must
operators
meters,
analogue
the
with
monitoring the power consumed by users. In addition,
.onru*"ri, houie to disconnect his power supply if he does not pay up his bilts- Even in most cases, the
Consumers also have
operators accept bribes from the consumer ro thutitr"i. supply will not be disconnected.
reading without the
from
meter
the
stop
or
to
ieduce
in
order
meters
energy
with
the
been known to tamper
of disconnecting
way
no
knowledge of the operators. With iaOitionat analogue meters, consumers have
This leaves the
appliances.
their
off
turn
power iritheir housei when they travel and forget to disconnect or
a better way
provided
have
meters
Prepaid
ineter running, incurring -or" iuy*"rt for the in"tgy consumer'
electricity
that
fact
the
on
is
based
study
this
of
mJivation
The
by users.
of monitoring po*".
to
problem
"o."rr,.rmption
major
constituted.a
has
tamp€ring
meter
energy
and
theft as a result of energy mei"r by-parsing
sector'
power
to the Nigerian
the power supply stabililation ana his also resulted in a huge loss of revenue
tampering detection systems
and
theft
meter
energy
with
a
system
developing
Thi; study aims at
power. In addition, it provides a
that can accurately measure and monitor ihe supply and distribution of
his load at free will' The rest
connect
to disconnect or
remote energy management system for the
"onru*.i
related to energy theft
researches
previous
follor"r. Section 2 reviews the
of this paper is organized
the methodology for
^
discusses
3
Section
earlier.
out
carried
detection and meter t"-p;;g that have been
5, recommendations for
this study. The implemantation and results are presented in section 4. ln section
future works are given.
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Abstract:
In

progress of a protluct, programming mktukes sre unuvoidable. For expectation of the imperfections

in a

product, we need to create ptograrrrming unwavering quatity development models to investigale the items and
to anticipate them A similar development model can't be utilized for all lhe informotion. Subsequently
different programming unwavering quality development modek are utilized for which the information is
isolated into a few seclions and distinctive development modek are utilized fot evety datum part. Later they
are recombined. By consolidating sll the conventional unwavering quality development models we get a
mulristuge dependability development modeL At each stage, the best Software Reliabilily Growth Model is to
the best
be applied. There are a few rules to assess the imperfections. The RSS proportion is utilized to choose
models.
modern
some
of
a
blend
is
Model
Reliability Growth Model. The Multi Stage Reliability Growth
are
which
issues
of
These model shave to give the product dependabilily and could supporl lo take care
dfficult to determine by utilizing Truditional programming unwavering quality development models.

Kqt words: Sofnuare reliability, Software Reliability Growth Models, Defects,

RSS

Ratio, probil model.

[. Introduction
Reliability can be
The vital part of software is Software Reliability because it guarantees quality. Software.
time in a particular
defined as the occurrence of no error functioning of a real system over a particular
it is of most
expected,
are
environment for a particular reason. Because during software development errors
detecting
For
reliability.
hardware
sigrrificant to recommend a methodology to analyse ind predict software and
best solution. Since last several
the probable failures, reliability growttlmodel is used as an indication and is the
quality.
software
improve
years, most companies used software growth models to

into a failure which is known
In certain cases defects get executed by the tester during testing then it results
into two classes, concave and S- shaped'
as software failure. The softiare reliability growth models are Oiviaea
error prediction and detection rate
The significance of both models is they hur. ury.ptotic behaviour i.e. the
the total number of errors and
and
increases
detected and predicted
reduces as the number of possibl"
"rro.,
were
available for defect detection'
models
of
failures detected asymptoti;ally reaches a finite value. Numbers
well
always'
One reliability growth will not fit the growth model
number of failures before the
Software Reliability Growth Models are used to detect and predict tle
of system to detect and predict
data
the
u.se
models
software has been stripped to market. The reliability growth
relate the failures in the set of
to
models
growth
ieliability
the number of failures in the software. The software
number of failures' we will
the
and
parameter
ilri
knowing
By
code contained in the software use parameters.
know how many more defects are remaining in the code'
be shipped and whether more testing is
The residuat defecs helps us to decide whether the code is ready to
of the number of defects that the
required if we decided the code is not ready to be shipped. The Lstimate

,oft**"customerswillencounterwhenoperatingandusingthesoftware.

reliability of products, several software reliability 8rolvth models
non-homogeneous Poisson process
(SRGM"s) are examined and used. Famous modeh are dependent on
a logistic model

To

assess and forecast the software

Gompertz model and
(NHPP), like the exponential Goel okumoto model and s-shaped model.
growth models'
are also used as exponential reliability software

getting more accepted for both personal and business
Presently oSS (Open source Software) products are
and p.oi"rs are expicted to have more complexity' The
use. Since the use of dSI pioau"tr, its develbped body
clari! and to foresee progress of open
pragmatic work determin", u, appliance of irowttr model'curves^to
to explain the total available of code
leftover
source system products. In spite of it, the.e ,r?il be a complexity
-^I..1^+:^..-^^^,1'.-^^..,:+r..^.t.'a.a,-a..+}r^''.,^.i+-t^^+^''^u+^,1^.i^.+1.^.',1.^l^,1^.'^l^.:.^l^+^^+'',i+L^.^
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Abstract:
flexure conduct of fortified cement dapped-end pillars (D-E) is relegated in this paper. Strengthened solid
D-E pillars, that flopped in fluural have been investigated utilizing the ABAQUS programming. The ABAQUS
model spealc to the nonlinearity, for example, post breaking malleable firmness of the solid, stress move
The

traruversely the broke squares of cement. The disappointment method of D-E shafis is exhibited genuinely well
utilizing the present numericql model, and the greatest burden expected is close to the disappointment heap of
test outcomes. In this investigation elucidated some of parametric examination, for example, shear length to
profundity proportion (a/d), concrere compressive quality, and the fundamental D-E fortification on the conduct
of the pillars. The fundamentol steel sum has the most huge impact on the exhibition of fluural quality of RC DE bqrs. Most extreme burden anduprootingfor different kinds offlexural disappointments in bars hove been
spoken to. l(hen all is sqid in done this examination achibits that the D-E pillars /lexural quality is affected by
the previous parameters.

Key words: Finite element, shear span, Dapped-end beam,Jlexural Failure, ABAQUS soffi,tare.
1.

Introduction

by
The D-E beams permit the development depth of a readied concrete floor or roof structure to be diminished,
as
part
utilized
most
the
for
They
are
recessing the supporting corbels into the depth of the beams supported [l].
traverses
in
suspended
and
association
u purt ol drop-in beami between corbels, as a feature of beam to-beam
the gathering of a
between cantilevers, as appeared in figure ( I ) below. The utilization of D-E beams encourages
that of a desolate
than
D-E
beam
protected
of
a
stability
greater
lateral
the
precast concrete structur;, because of
girders and
bridge
in
concrete
generally
used
are
beams
D-E
The
RC
face
[21.
Leam supported at its bottom
prepared concrete buildings.
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Figure
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Cases of reinforced D-E beams

software. For
This paper is to study the ultimate flexural behavior of a D-E beams using ABAQUS
were
solutions
in
numerical
this purpose, three beams with span to depth ratio (1.2)rruere-analyses
numerically
compared
are
results
modeling
gott"n Uy this software [3]. The experimental and numerical
and graphicallY.

2. Test information

with shear span-to-d9RthThree reinforced concrete D-E beams were tested by Wen-Yao Lu et al, [a]
compressive strength of
were
considered
Variables
only.
load
ratio more than unity under vertical
main dappei-end reinforcement, as well as horizontal and vertical stimrps'
concrete,

3600mm, long rectangular
Figure (2) shown that the D-E beam were formed on opposite ends of
mm'.The reinforcement
of,260
and
long
mm,
500
had
prism#c beams. All the nibs
9""-*llheight
in Figure (2). The sizes
shown
as
stimrps
vertical
and
horiiontaf
bars,
main
from
of the nibs contained
bars in each specimen
hanger
and
and amounts of the main bars, horizontal stirmps, vertical stimrps,
are listed in Table (l).
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ABSTRACT:
This research paper proposes the Secure lleb Applicalion Development and SELinux based
distributed Trusted Operatiig Systumfor maintoining the security aspect in web applicaltons- Unlike
the conventional mithods i7 addng more and more securiQt layers al the kernel level, in this
proposed design, h,e are suggesfing two subsystems like obiect manager and security server. This
'model
allows system adminiitratorc to skip or disable some unnecessary securily chegks in SELinux
trusted operaiing sysfen s through wnin ney can effectively balance their petfomance needs
without io-pro*iiog the security of the system- This paper suggests UML 2.0 bas-ed cluss-based
sofiware aevaopmeni and the integrution of securifi engineering into a model-driven software
development.

Keywords: Security enhanced version of Linux (SELinux), SPF, UML 2.0, object oriented Model
Drlven Development (OOMDD), Distributed trusted operating System (DTOS)

[1] rxrnoDUCTIoN
In the last decade, there has been vast $owth in the field of networking, sharing of

data

a very
worldwide. And then comes the most extensively used thing tnternet have made cyber security
users and
crucial aspect of research and development. Its matter of concern for both the common
to get
unable
still
we
are
undergoing
works
of
researchers connected all over the world. Despite of lot
systems'
for
our
something that reliable and silver bullet that it may provide us with complete security
ofstopping
so advanced we still lack the basic potential to create such a system that is capable

Being

viruses and accessing our confidential data from our systems[1][2]'

layer of
The security methods developed, researched till yet are implemented in the application
includes
methods
These
insecurity.
the computers which is making our systems more prone to data
and
using a key i.e. cryptography, using firewalls, access confiol using authentication'

encryption

application layer access control [3].
layer.
It is believed that security measures in kernel are much more effective than the application
more
In fact, after lot of research such operating systems have been developed which have much
systems
our
securing
thus
mechanisms inside the OS kernel providing us very good level of security
for web applications to maintain the
tal[s]. In reality, trusted operating systems are better choice
security concern.

but also by common
The Security is not something expected not only by big organizations
are trying hard to fix the issue'
consumers so now concerns are being there on this and many vendors

of security

the integration
This paper suggests uML 2.0 based class-based software development and
of presented web services has
engineering into a model-driven software development [6]' Integration
applications [7][8]. This type of web
become more and more accepted in the development of new web
around UI flow' In this paper, for the
applications can be classified as the composition of web services
presented the application of model-driven
development of user-centric web applications, the author has

WIRELESS APPLICATIONS OF SINGLE.TO.DUAL BAND
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Abstract:
In fhis papet a Jiller is designed using open stub loaded stepped impedanee resonators on Taconic RF35
in
substrste- This fiher is reconfigured to switch from a single band-to-duolband bandposs ftlter using switches
2.22-2.35GH2
and
2.1IGHz
1.95for
the range I.B|-2.1SGHZ oid-Z.OZI-Z.206GHz for single bands and
duatbaid bandpossfilter. Thus different bands are uvailablefor various wireless applications.
iuyiird, Stit toadea Steppid Impedance Resonators, Close Band, Bandpass Filter, Reconfigurable

Filter

L

Introduction

to enjoy
Reconfigurable filters increase the functional ability of the microwave filters. They allow the user
filters
Reconfigurable
bands.
frequency
the various seryices of the wireless communications occurring at different
various
The
of
switches.
use
pattem
by
the
field
or
the
change the properties ofthe filter by changing the current
switches that can be used

for reconfigui"ti,on ur" the pin diodes, varactor diodes, fenoelectric diodes, RF

reconfigurable filter mainly
microelectromechanical systems (RF MEMS) devices. Thus, the nonlinear behaviour of
jementsIl].
A close ring resonator based on stepped impedance resonators is designed [2]
depends on these tuning
a dualband bandpass filter'
to'generate single band. The stub clntrally loaded [3] splits the poles into four to create
stub loaded centrally to the
open
using
is
desigred
filter
In t-his paper aiingle-to-dual band bandpass reconfiguiabte
to dual band and vice
band
single
from
a
bandpass
to
switch
This
allows
closed iing stepped impedance resonators.
services.
wireless
required
for
the
need
per
the
as
bands
different
use
versa. Thui, the user can

II. Filter TheorY
Stub Loaded Stepped Impedance Resonators
A stub loaded cenirally to stepped impedance resonators is as shown in Fig.l

Z: lltr
7.,

Z,tt,

tt'

z: :e:
Figure I LaYout ofstub loaded SIR

Zi denotes the impedances of the stubs' 0i
The stub loaded centrally causes the poles to split into two. Here the
is i"g/2 satisfoing the
.ig,in", the electrical f"rgtt . rrom f+l and [5i, at resonance the stubs electrical length
equations as shown below
tan(01)tan(02): Z2/Zl
Reconfigurable Filters

(l)
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Abstract:

In the current study, some physico-chemical

parameters such

as PH,

temperature,

conductivity, dissolved oxygen, calcium, magnesium, total hardness, chlorine, phosphate, nitrate, and

total dissolved solid contents of Brahmani & Baitarani river in the vicinity of Bhitarkanika area of
Orissa. Studies were madebetween November 2005 to April 2006 during which the physico-chemical
parameters rilere compared with the water quality standards of Bureau of Indian Standard (BIS) and
Central and State Pollution Control Board (CPCB & SPCB). pH values of the river waters range
between 5.63-8.5 as against the value of standard water quality i.e. 6.5-8.5. Nitrate, total hardness'
calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and chlorine contents show variation within different sites under
observation. DO valuei vary from 3.0 to 8.3 mg/L during the period of investigation. Some of the sites
show higher DO values than the permissible limits (4.0-5.0 mglL) prescribed by PCB and BIS
indicating that these waters do not pose any threat to aquatic life. The study indicates that the
aquaculture pond water at present do not possess any pollution problem for the mangrove ecosystem.
Key Word: Dissolved oxygen, Total hardness, Nitrate, physico-chemical, trrackish water' saline water,
pollution.

I.

Introduction

Mangroves are typically tropical coastal vegetation found in the inter tidal regions of river deltas and
backwater areas. Extensiue mang.on" fo..rtt occur in the major river deltas such as Budhabalanga, Subernarekha,

km along the
Brahmani-Baitarani (Bhitarkaniki), Mahanadi and Devi river mouths of orissa coast extending over 480
Sunderbans'
India
after
in
Bay of Bengal. Mangroves of Bhitarkanika is the second largest viable mangrove ecosystem
in the
Sanctuary
wildlife
i!
as
a
Adequate piotectionlas been given to its rich floral and faunal diversity by declaring
as a
notified
was
kms
145
sq
of
comprising
year 1975. Out of the total Saictuary area of 672 sqkm., the core area
National Park in 1998
,L -c
(Kumar, 1997). Majority of
Shrimp farming is very profitable business compared to agriculture and animal husbandry
area
shrimi farms i]n India are 100 per cent export oriented. out of a total 1.456 million hectare of brackish water
and
exchange
foreign
It
earns
farms.
for
shrimp
principally
utilized
*L
b"ing
available in India, 0.g02 million hectares
for
suitable
being
ecosystem
(Mttra,
Mangrove
1998).
population
contiguoui
coastal
large
generated employment for
(Thatoi
area
in Bhitarkanika
brackish water shrimp culture-a large numbei of aquaculture ponds have been developed
Brahamani-Baitarani river
from
directly
either
water
river
the
ponds
receive
aquacultr"rie
These
2006).
and Rath,
from aquaculture ponds
water
The
system oi it, t iUut*ies wiich fed saline water to the mangrove ecosystem.
ecosystem'
mangrove
uitimately finds their way into water channel (river or creeks) in the
chemical additives and
To boost increase in production of shrimp farms, huge amount of artificial feed, pesticides,
the water of the ponds
make
shrimp
the
from
excrements
antibiotics are continuously added. These compounds-with
of aquaculture ponds
water
This
discharged
environment.
mangrove
polluted which is g.n"*tty discharged into thl
'may
so far no studies have been carried out on
haue certain ulrarr" impact on mangrove ."oryJ.rn. To our knowledge
or any environmental impact assessment
aquacultu.e pond water discharged into bhitarkanika matrgrove ecosystem,
to assess the pollution load if any,
related to shrimp farming activiiy. Hence, the present invesligation was undertaken
into Bhitarkanika mangrove
discharged
ttrougt estimation of phlsico-cliemical pura*iterc of aquaculture pond water
2006'
April
of Orissa foi a period of six months from November 2005 to

(Thatoi,2004).

""offi.*

Materials and Methods.

II.

Study Area

in the district of Kendrapara in
Bhitarkanika located at the confluence of Brahmaniand Baitarani river deltas
(after Sunderbans)- Bhitarkanika wildlife
orissa and is the second largest viable mangrove ecosystem in India
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ABSTRACT
In this paper Object Recognition technique is proposed, that produce the best idea
to recognize the object from the given input image and it is implemented in IIATILIB
tool. The past few years, SVM has been applied and estimated only as pixel-based
imoge classifiers. Recently pixel based process moving towards obiect recognition
tecinique. In an analysis, the SVMs performonces ore compared with some other
classifiers such that BPN clossifier and KNN classifier. This technique is obtained by
extracting the energies from wave atom transform. The extracted features are given to
the SVM classifier as an input and recognize the corresponding image in an objectFinally the experimental results are shown for COIL-100 database. The result of our
propised *tihod is evaluated to increasing the rote of recognition accuracy and
correct recognition rate.

Key words: Object

Recognition, Wave Atom Transform,

SVM

Classifier,

Classification Rate, Feature Extraction.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Object recognition task is finding and identiffing objects in a given image or sequences
of videos and it is a basic problem in computer vision. So recognizing two dimensional
for
objects from known images. Generally, most of the researchers consider the feature
reJognizing the objects. ttris method is a very simple task for a human observer. Different
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